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Hawaiian Islands 
SPECIAL 

aboard American Hawaii Cruises’ §.S. CONSTITUTION BONUS: Torun 

Sponsored by the University of Wisconsin Alumni Association Deere Faecal 
Regent Hotel in NOVEMBER 7-14, 1987 Honolulu-FREE— 
eae 

+ : leposit by 5 

be. And more, Whispering palms. Bountfal ~~ INCLUDED FEATURES pa eles 5 y 5 irport, hotel, i 
exotic fruits. Endearing people. Enchanted 1S aah cant d-tri mor oes fneluded: “pe 
evenings under the star-strung Pacific sky. Wek ay cats athe S $C ONSTITUTI ON, 
The 30,000-ton S.S. CONSTITUTION repre- See Oe eS ; 

eon Cae ae oa yous + Low air add ons from almost 100 U.S cities round-trip to Honolulu. 

originally for transatlantic crossings, you'll * Complimentary cocktail party aboard ship sponsored by TRAVEL INSIGHTS 
find 23,000 square feet of open deck space (in addition to the regularly scheduled shipboard parties and/or functions). 

Geoctcrulaaahipo. Thacabinaheve been de- + Allmeals included aboard the SiS. CONSTITUTION during th day crui most cruise ships. The cabins have been de- + All meals included aboard the S.S. uring the seven-day cruise. 
signed to resemble a comfortable home at 5 f : : : 
sea, with potted plants in each room and * Optional shore excursions available throughout the cruise at various ports of call. 
Polynesian prints on the walls, conveyin: : ; 
nie tastice ‘toad ofthe tropics. Come nal . ne ae of an experienced TRAVEL INSIGHTS Travel Director throughout 

enjoy the luxury of seeing all of Hawaii, le cruise. 

a ec tverience Lone: + All transfers and luggage handling between airport and ship. 

PORTS OF CALL + Deluxe flight bag sent to each passenger’s home prior to departure. 

OAHU (HONOLULU) -The pre- or post-cruise + Personalized name badges and document wallets, imprinted baggage tags, and 
stay here offers you a variety of opportunities other trip information 
during your visit. You may see such historical land- Pp i 
marks as Pearl Harbor, where you can go on the 
Arizona Memorial tour. Learn the heritage of the ee 
Pacific at the Polynesian Cultural Center. Waikiki is 7-Day Itinerary—S.S. Constitution 
considered some of the best beach life by day, and er ee Te oe ey Lae Sn 
“where the action is” by night. Stand atop scenic Day Port Arrive Depart 
Pali Lookout, or walk the grounds of Iolani Palace Saturday Honolulu, Oahu 9:15PM 
near King Kamehameha’s statue. nn 

DU coves « le oe Se pe eS ay SS ica ene oo a ee oak seed CTUISINNG Sk Aca eee 
of Kaanapali. Bicycle down the slopes of Mt. ; f i i 
Haleakala Crater. Visit the spindrifter saloons and ___Monday___Hilo, Hawaii__— Morning __Late Evening __ 
piano pubs of the tiny, quaint whaling village of Tuesday Kahului, Maui Morning 
Lahaina. The shopping and dining in Lahaina is ARIEL OE eS ee 
among the best in all the islands. Golf on cham- Wednesday Kahului, Maui Evening 
pionship courses. Windsurf and snorkel off Wailea Thursday Kona. Hawaii Morning Evening 
and Kihei. ES 

HAWAII (HILO AND KONA)-Known as “The Friday Nawiliwili, Kauai Morning Evening 
Big Island,” this once undiscovered member of the Saturday Honolulu, Oahu 7:00AM 
Hawaiian Islands is now getting its deserved recog- Oo 
nition. Above the town of Hilo on the slopes of 
Mauna Kea is Haleakala, one of the world’s most iN cae oa ANEW an ONAL JR tna Wr eA hc ee, eal co 
active volcanoes. Then visit Kalapana, the magnifi- [re mal 
cent black sand beach. On the other side of the I WISCONSIN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION I 
island Kona has the best climate in all of Hawaii. 1 Send to: 650 NORTH LAKE STREET i 
You may visit archeological remnants of the royal 
Hawaiian culture or snorkel near Captain Cook's I PHONE Ree ber 53706 I 
Monument in historic Kealakekua Bay. i 

oo is neues es erpicce i Lewell Please make reservation(s) on the HAWAIIAN ISLANDS. Enclosed 
‘ou may take a riverboat journey to Wailua’s lus! : : Ee ie cron lclic opie: above Waimea anion 1 eh Apel ne eo a as deposit ($400.00 per person). Make I 

the “Grand Canyon of the Pacific.” Venture to the checks payable to 1987 HAWAII. 
shores of Lumahai Beach where “South Pacific” I Name(s) Class Year I 
was filmed. The environmentis one of tropical I 
jungles with flowering trees, bird of paradise Fn I 
and orchids. 2. 1 

RE | Se ce geen 
ae 
U.S. cities round trip to Honolulu (Chicago or W9 Piney area cose eee ye ey l 
Milwaukee, for example, ‘349 per person). 7c Home: ( ae SE Business:( aaa Se ee ea 

*Prices vary depending on cruise ship category selected. Sh sie THE FULL COLOR BROCHURE WILL BE SENT TO YOU AS SOON AS IT IS AVAILABLE. I 
Prices are subject to change pending final tariffs at the TWO FREE NIGHTS HOTEL STAY IF ON DEPOSIT BY JUNE 30, 1987. 
time of departure. Ee Ste a te Tah a ee
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4 CrazyLegs Heads Into the Open ‘ 
Elroy Hirsch retires after 18 years. 

we 

6 The Short, Clouded History of a Man of Promise As. + 
He was probably our first black graduate. ree x 

§ We Need a Better Measure of Literacy. 3 . 
And a wiser environment for achieving it. page 6 
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WAA President Andy Wojdula ’65 
Talks about the business of executive search. cad ye o 
“ e ” 1 6 Time let me play and be golden J 
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Picture yourself beside the lake. , 

= « os > > Z 1 Coming ‘Home’ From the Office ? 
Business people teaching on campus. ‘sf 

% page 21 

24 Have a Laugh on Life =) ae 
A campus first—a daily cartoon strip kids just about everybody. == 
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COVER: The reading room of the State Historical Society, early on an April —_ lll 
morning. As the day grows older, the room fills with students and researchers on page 24 
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Trudell. i 
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lroy Hirsch says he’s led a charmed One of the ways he chose was to return | UW lasted only one season in 1942. He 
life. ““Football’s given me everythingI to Wisconsin and the University in 1969 was the key figure in an 8-1-1 record that 
have, basically,” he told me. “The with the mission of putting a floundering year to end a down period for Wisconsin 

good Lord blessed me with the ability to athletic program back on track. After football stretching back to the early ’30s. It 
catch and run with a football, and I’ve been _ twenty comfortable years in the California _ was a season in which this shifty back 
very lucky. It opens a lot of doors.” sun—the first nine as a star performer for collected 767 rushing yards, including 

It seems, in fact, as one adds up the the L.A. Rams and the remainder in its afternoons of 178 against Purdue and 174 
Athletic Director’s achievements onthe eve _ front office—he recalls the decision to against Missouri; a season that saw a 17-7 

of his retirement, life has indeed been a come back here a very tough one to make. _ upset of Ohio State in a game in which he 
series of open doors. From the sandlots of “Wisconsin people and my love for this threw a touchdown pass en route to per- 
Wausau to a hall-of-fame professional school were the deciding factors, and I’ve sonally accounting for more than 200 
football career and starring role in a Holly- _ never been sorry, never,” Hirsch says. yards in total offense; a season that started 
wood film about his life (in which, unlike That love can be easily understood, even _a love affair between the man and the state. 
most jocks who play themselves on film, though his previous association with the 
Hirsch performed as though he actually 
knew what the next word in the script 
was), he has experienced some of the finer 

things this world has to offer. 
But there is another side to Crazylegs, a 

seldom-exposed side that goes deeper than ; TED sia 
the stereotyped backslapping, golf-playing Pi ao Tene 
good-old-boy image ballyhooed by the y ON Wi i hy » 
state’s news media. It is the side of Hirsch <n SO Is eZ," b Ne 

that understands what many star athletes <a Xs SS AS Cg bid Pig 
fail to recognize, namely that one has to 3 ~~ pi.’ 
meet athletic stardom halfway. “Some- ss = ae 
where along the line you have to pay it = Ss eo 
back, and there’s a lot of ways to do that,” @ it eee coe 
he said. if zc 

5 a ee 2 ; 
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It was also the season in which he got he turned on the celebrity status to raise 43,559 per game in 1968 to more than 
his nickname and trademark. Hirsch recalls funds and repair the football program. He —_70,000 per game in 1971 and holding. 
“Crazylegs” as being bestowed by Chicago _ shook hands with the public and hit the “People at other schools around the coun- 
Daily News reporter Francis Powers; other — banquet circuit, he met personally with try are pretty envious of our program,” 
claimants have included the late UW publi- _ team recruits. In short, he did the things Hirsch has observed in his travels. 
cist Robert Foss. Whatever, it has meant that have made him a favorite target with The last few years have been his most 
enough to the owner that in 1974 he sued his most severe critics. And he has always difficult, what with some embarrassing 
Johnson’s Wax for what amounted to had an answer for them, an answer that violations of NCAA rules and an occa- 

royalties when they hung the name on a applies today as it did nearly twenty years _ sional and highly publicized run-in with 
depilatory. He has always seen thename as _ ago. “Eighty-five percent of the depart- former chancellor Irving Shain but, Hirsch 
appropriate: “My left foot points out when _ment’s income is from football. I have to says, he hopes those smudges “won’t be the 
Trun and the harder I run, the moreI wob- _ pay more attention to that. I have to set only thing the public will remember about 
ble.” He would swing his left leg in almost _ priorities.” me.” He doesn’t have much to worry 
a full circle with each stride, and he did a And few could maintain that things about. His popularity has never flagged, 
lot of that in a game against Great Lakes aren’t better. Under Hirsch, the athletic and the constant stream of invitations hit 
NTS, including a long touchdown run. department has expanded its programs flood proportions since he announced he’ll 

The nickname went with Hirsch the from twelve varsity sports—all limited to retire in June. He could be somewhere, 
next year to Michigan where he was sent men—to twenty-five varsity sports, a talking to out-and-out fans, every night of 
after enlisting in the Marines under the V- dozen of which are women’s. Big Ten the week if he had a mind to be, from the 
12 program. It stuck with him through champions have become common insome _ Founders Day circuit to organized and 
active duty and the 1945 season with the El __ sports and national titles have come in casual booster groups to Langdon Street, 
Toro Flying Marines. The next year he hockey, men’s and women’s crew, and where one fraternity, by way of showing 
signed with the Chicago Rockets of the old men’s and women’s cross-country. his honored status at a party, gave mem- 
All-American Conference. The next three There are less-visible improvements, bers free crewcuts and offered Elroy masks 
years there were the low point of his career. too, among them the payment of the debt —_toone and all. 
The team managed seven wins in forty-five _ for the upper deck and press box, installa- Other than turning sixty-four this sum- 
games and Hirsch managed to get a skull tion of artificial turf down on the field, mer, Hirsch’s only other definite plans are 
fracture in 1948, the year the conference construction of a new baseball diamond, to spend more time with his family and on 
folded. He then signed a three-year con- enlargement of the crew house and recon- _ the links, possibly in that order. At home 
tract with the Rams for $12,000 a year, struction of the fieldhouse roof and locker _ there is Ruth, his wife of forty-one years, in 
and at the end of that period the NFL’s first rooms. And on the horizon, if private funds Madison is daughter Patty, and out in 
true flanker helped the Rams to a world come in as he hopes, are a new practice Woodland, California is son Win—named 
championship. building at Camp Randall and a golf course for Hirsch’s high school football coach in 

near Verona. Even more satisfying to him is | Wausau, Win Brockmeyer. And he'll be 
our reputation for a careful blending of around as a consultant to the athletic de- 
athletics and academics. Hirsch is proud of _ partment for a year or two, if, he says with 

irsch’s love for Wisconsin is the only _ the 86-percent graduation rate of our an ironic smile, “they can keep my name 
H halfway-sane reason he couldhave _ student athletes. “Our coaches emphasize _out of the papers.” And golf, and an occa- 

given for his return here in 1969. that to all the young people,” he says. “We sional opportunity to stand up and take a 
The athletic department was $200,000 in are not a win-at-any-cost school.” bow and shake a few hands of the public 
debt and late with the next payment on He enjoys noting that the department’s that has been so much in his favor all these 
Camp Randall’s new upper deck. Ticket entire $11-million annual budget comes years. The ones who bring forth his com- 
revenues had continued to drop fora team _ from donations and gate receipts; that the ment that “It’s been a damned fine life. I’ve 
that was 0-19-1 in its last twenty tries.So average football attendance climbed from been very lucky.” a 
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Me: probably, we now University citizens posed stiffly 
know the name of the first at the foot of a raw Bascom 

black graduate of the Univer- Hill. He found nothing new, so 
( sity. If that assumption is cor- he returned to the photo al- 

rect we know something of his bums the classes put together in 
background, but only one fact the years before the first year- 
about his later years, and that books. The albums were begun 
fact is a sad one. in 1871. There was probably 

For more than a century, only one for each class, a small, 
University records never asked thick book with lined pages, no 
race;* a fortunate practice, to doubt designed for personal 
be sure, but a frustrating one to —_ journals. A photo of each stu- 
historians. Over the years, dent was pasted in. In that of 
questions about early black the Class of 1875, this time 
enrollment have poured in to Schermetzler was struck by this 
University archivists, to the photo of William Smith No- 

5 Alumni Association, to the land. It just could be, he rea- 

Registrar’s office. Who wasthe _ soned, that Mr. Noland was 
first, who were the early others, —_ black. 

how were they treated while Beside each of the thirty-one 
here and what became of them _ pictures is a legend in the hand- 
later? In search of answers and _ writing of some faithful class 
with nothing official to go on, secretary. “Mr. Noland,” this 
researchers have usually turned _ one tells us in flowing Spenceri- 
to the yearbooks. But the first an, “is a member of the College 

@ was published in 1885, thirty- of Letters. He has a sanguine 
five years after the doors temperament, a logical mind, is 
opened; the first with a smatter- a good writer & speaks in 
ing of photographs appearedin _ public with a slight hesi- 
1891. tancy.. . . He is the poet of the 

The yearbooks didn’t men- _class & we believe in general 
tion race either, and photo- aspires to Literature.” 
graphs weren’t all that defini- Below this, someone else has 
tive. The flash powder bathed noted—no doubt close to the 
any group ina magnesium glare time it happened —“Died June 
that virtually homogenized skin 20, 1890, at Cottage City, 
tone and washed-out facial Mass.” 
characteristics. All but the When you turn the page of 
darkest faces could be caught the album, you find that the 
by the lens as much lighter, and _ secretary has copied autobio- 
many ruddy-complexioned, graphical material submitted by 
dark-haired whites might well each subject. Here is what 
appear to be blacks, standing Noland had offered. “Born Feb. 

r) next to some delicately featured 11th, 1848 in Binghamton, 
Nordic blond from Eau Claire. Brown Co., N.Y... . A pupil in 

Still, if photographs were the common schools of Madi- 
few and misleading, there seems __ son from the age of 7 to 14, and 
to be a total absence of any a basically prepared student in 
student letters or diaries or the Classical department of the 
professorial memoirs that University of Wisconsin from 
would help, so in the end pic- °69 to’75 with a year & one 

a5 tures are all there is to go on. half travel between the Junior 
Bernard Schermetzler, a staff and Senior years... . . Never 

member at the UW Archives, having used tobacco or alco- 
went back to them again in holic drinks, the age of 27 yrs, 4 

Willi N 1 March when, again, he was mo & 5 da finds me 1551/2 lbs 

am O an asked who the first black grad- in weight; 5 ft 10 in. in stature, 
uate might have been. He bur- a member of the Hesperian 

Class of l 8 75 rowed through drawer after Society (a campus literary 
drawer of undated, unmarked group—Ed); a disbeliever in 
photos—even tintypes—from secret societies in general; a 
the Civil War era and Recon- believer in free trade when I am 

OS struction years, faded images of _ making the trade myself and in 

By Tom Murpuy *In the late 1960s the federal ae a 
Editor government began requiring that educational basis of suffrage; 

public teaching institutions make ‘ 
racial statistics available to it. Since 4" admirer of Shakespeare, 
that time, our students have been Byron & Moore, Dickens, 
asked to volunteer this information Wilkie Collins, and Miss Mu- 
on registration forms. lock, Bancroft & Macaulay; 
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and Prof. S. H. Carpenter as the c Railton, of their county histori- 
best teacher in or out of the pe ee cal society, tells us there were 
University. Wholly self- 6 surely no blacks in Edgartown 
supporting since 13 yrs of age in 1890, and only a few in the 
with annual expenses theoreti- countryside, living among the 
cally somewhere in the neigh- : Indians. 
borhood of $325 but practi- r The staff at the city hall out 
cally that amount of money : there found Noland’s death 
failing to cover them; lastly, ‘ certificate. It gives no local 
dependent for my recommenda- ; — “ address, It says that the de- 
tion to Society upon loveliness ae a % ceased was single, aged forty 
of Character, rather than upon el 5 he (two years younger than he 
beauty of person. My favorite eo Pi: Bee really was—it was probably a 
studies are Latin and ‘poor = ie BoP Sei coroner’s guess), and that he is 
humanity.’ . . . Before entering ae Pc Be buried in Cottage City. 
college & during my continu- e : i ee a Traditionally, such records 
ance therein, I got my living in aa eo eB include mention of race. But in 
all sorts of ways, and nobody Be ES i Be this case, whatever had been 
knows what I shall do when I : 3 z written in that space was later 

get out.” | ae eS x’d out, as though they weren’t 
F ce sure. 

Yo the mention of Madison A brief item in the local 
to go on, James L. Hansen, Vineyard Gazette for June 27, 

the geneological reference F 1890 tells us a little more. It 
librarian of the State Historical e eI says that “Mr. Nolan (sic) was 

Society, found the Noland = : boarding with Mrs. Lucy J. 
family in the big ledger of the he é Smith, No. 16 Kennebec Ave- 
1860 city census, and long ie. ives nue. He had been a summer 
passages about the father, 5 é visitor to the island for four or 
William H. Noland, in an issue five seasons, and came here 
of the Wisconsin Academy from Providence for the sum- 
Review for 1968 and in the But in all this the son is His card provides nothing more mer a short time ago.” 
1983 book Madison: The never mentioned, aside from his _ than his name and year of Mr. Railton had begun 
Formative Years by David name in the census along with graduation. It does not even searching his newspaper files 
Mollenhoff. The Nolands and the other four children. offer the names of his parents. before we knew of the record of 
their five children arrived here Dorothy Weidner, the su- the Nolands’ race in the Wis- 
from the East in the early pervisor of transcripts and consin census. In the letter 
1850s; the census lists them as alumni records in the Regis- I; seems logical thatin 1875. __ giving us the item from the 
“mulatto,” and describes Wil- trar’s office, has microfilm of black person with a college Gazette he comments, “‘It seems 
liam H. Noland as a “‘cloth even the earliest transcripts. degree would have been singu- —_ unlikely that Noland was black. 
cleaner.” The two later refer- William Smith Noland’s lar, assured of some degree of | Had he been, the newspaper 
ences tell us he was the first showed that he first enrolled for recognition. And, raisedashe account would have added ‘a 
black to establish permanent the school year of 1862-63 was by a father who demanded colored man’ in keeping with 
residence in Madison, that he (when he’d have been only and got personal respect and the general practice of the 
was well liked, respected and fourteen; a fact he didn’t refer who refused to let prejudice period. Also it seems unlikely 
sometimes feisty. He was, at to in his autobiographical hold him back, imbued as he that a black would have been 
various times and from a long paragraphs), then there is a must have been with those same _ living in a boarding house on 
list of occupations, a grocer, a break until the fall of 1869, qualities—if we can believe the Kennebec Avenue at that time.” 

barber, a chiropodist, a musi- after which he continued legend they wrote beside his So in William Smith Noland 
cian and bandmaster (his musi- _ through 1872. He stayed out picture, if we get a clue from the _ of the Class of 1875 we have 
cal abilities were recognized in the next year—that would be poise and wit he showed in his _ this university-educated black 
a city-sponsored banquet inhis _ his year of traveling—then brief autobiography—then we _ man, a pioneer, intelligent, 
honor). came back for 1874—75 and would assume that William ambitious, fighting for survival, 

Noland was the first black his bachelor’s degree. That fall | Smith Noland would have been apparently determined that he 
in the state to be given any kind _he enrolled in our law school, heard from in maturity. would never be listed as “‘mu- 
of appointment by the gover- but stayed only two semesters. But there seems to be noth- _latto”’ in any census. If he lived 

nor, although it was a token Until about thirty years ago, _ ing, no clippings in the mam- in Providence, R.I.—the only 
one; he was made a notary the University kept what was moth resources of the Schom- other mention we have of his 
public. In 1866—when the known as a basic card on each burg Library (the black-history _ last years—he never appeared 
State Supreme Court recog- graduate. In addition to place division of the New York Pub- __ in official records, nor was its 
nized the blacks’ right to the of birth, parents’ names, years lic Library), nothing here in public library able to find any 
vote—he was asked to run for attended, each contained a Madison, no mention in the newspaper obituary. For “four 
mayor in opposition to the running update such as mar- files of Boston’s Afro-American _ or five seasons” he visited this 
incumbent Republican. He riage(s) and—often at great Museum. rigidly restricted summer col- 
refused; the local Democrats length—any changes of address Cottage City, Massachu- ony. So we can only wonder 
had pulled some racist shenani- _in the after-graduation years. setts, where Noland died, is what might have taken place on 
gans, he said. But his name Of course it was up to the down on the Cape, a part of June 20th. The death certificate 
went on the ballot anyway. individual to get the informa- Edgartown. It was established and newspaper story tell us that 
Noland lost, but he got 25 tion to the Registrar. William in the mid-1800s as a posh on that evening Noland died a 
percent of the 1,200 votes. Smith Noland never did that. summer colony. Arthur suicide. O 
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By Pror. DEBORAH BRANDT 
English Department 

Prof. Brandt is director of intermediate 
writing in the department and is writing a 
book on the nature of literacy. 

“What the student really needs to know is, why are we reading this text? Why are we reading it now?” 
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efore we talk about literacy we must For others, the word literacy comes in books from the school library, with re- 
B give attention to the significance of political and economic terms, as another minders to parents of the importance of 

that word. It is one that is bound to commodity that distinguishes the haves reading to their children. 
set off different expectations and attitudes from the have-nots. In this country it’s a Behind this lies an influential theory 
and it is a word that, depending on who commodity that is in shortest supply that says learning to read is learning to 
uses it on what occasion, can refer to quite among our poorest citizens, confronting make the transition from oral ways to 
a range of different things. For some, it them with a kind of disconnect order more __ literate ways. Oral ways are spontaneous, 
comes as part of a pair, as in “literacy rate” | dooming than any they can get (but not face-to-face. We figure out oral language 
or “literacy demand” or “literacy crisis,” read) from a utility company. Literacy, by considering what’s happening here and 
and will lead to head-shaking despair over from this angle, easily can be seen as an now, who’s involved, and what they know 
published reports and perhaps firsthand arm of oppression and biased selection. in common. In contrast, literate ways are 
experience which tell us American students For still others, literacy is simply an characterized as having to be taught. 
do not read and write—or careto readand _ overrated and fading technology which They’re impersonal, disconnected from 
write—with the fluency and sophistication _ might have a place (but not necessarily a immediate actions and surroundings, uni- 
required in “the information age.” central place) in the electronic dawn of versal instead of parochial; it shouldn’t 

These same pairs also usually have a what Walter Ong has called “second oral- _— matter who is involved, where they come 
silent partner, a preferred object of blame, ity,” by which he means a kind of post- from, and what they know. We figure out 
such as television, a breakdown in families, __ literate emergence of orally based commun- __ written language by contemplating its logic 
the lack of public support for education, or _ ication and consciousness. and fixedness. Literacy appears as 
inept teachers who— depending on one’s As diverse as these perspectives appear __ language-centered, language-sustained. 
perspective—either fail to prepare students _ to be, they tend to share in common a focus This theory brings with it certain analy- 
in the mechanical basics of reading and on the manifestations—or lack thereof— _ ses of literacy problems. It suggests that 
writing or are content only with teaching of literacy: a focus on its products, mea- reading is hard for young children because 
the mechanical response to language. surements, institutions, results, and de- written language is so socially detached and 

mands, (The bitter debates that erupt do so _ abstract. It suggests that reading is hard for 
over differences about how to interpret members of highly oral social groups who 

i those manifestations.) value and inculcate oral attitudes and 
“h Literacy is defined as “‘the ability to,” orientations instead of literate ones. It 

_™* we L whether that ability is signing a marriage suggests that the remedy for reading prob- 
} ay i @y £ register, completing the eighth grade, writ- _ lems lies in paying more attention to the 

: ire 2 Z im These ing a paragraph or, as Frank Smith idealis- structures and forms of standard written 
o hi ‘ad 2 tically suggests, “making use of all availa- language, more practice in treating lan- 

° + 5 ble possibilities of written language.” guage abstractly, logically, autonomously, 
* ; » BY 3 Judgments are made from these definitions: _ and objectively; more practice in shifting 

> r teas Fg this person has it, this person doesn’t; this _ interpretation from the shared world— 
} ee e b y | Ce group can easily and these groups, not so from the us—to the mandates of formal 

4 # or easily. And then new arguments erupt over _ written language—to the it. 
o ei ms the meaning and impact of those judg- But this theory, like many of the popu- 

¥ b ments. Yet, some of the logjam may have to _ lar arguments, characterizes literacy by 
oe % do with the fact that definitions and de- working backwards from the products of 

< he g bates tend to focus on literacy’s products literacy. Thus, to be literate, one must be 
is Z es i and outcomes rather than on its processes. _textlike: detached, abstract, explicit, 

A) ry If society decides it needs readers, then it message-focused, conceptual, and literal. 
BN iT Fi * 4 must appreciate better what readers need. This characterization becomes trouble- 
ae Py ? “ " Analysis must go beyond judgments of why _ some in light of growing understandings 

* Kg <a . + ee literacy is or is not working to an under- about the nature of the reading process. 

mt Ne] fi F a standing of how it works. irst, the real action is not so much in 

al 4 4 z - ty F decoding the text but in managing an 
ii ea hat do people need to sustain an act act of reading itself. The question that 

ry AG ‘ as? : \ 4 of reading? The answer may seem _ readers confront is not really so much 
a simple, at first. They need some- “What does this say?” but more like “What 

- ad thing to read and a good light. It also helps do 1 do now?” Reading—reading 
‘ “a f%" = if they’re able to recognize—or in the anything—consists of an unrelenting series 

: ae a oa lingo, “to decode”—the words on the of decisions and judgment calls. What’s 
Pog me Neu page, to be able to make the syntax of going on here? Can I forget this? Can I 

2 4 written language add up to something, and _ consolidate this? Is my understanding good 
i ERE aN Ey to be able to make use of some of the enough? Can I stop now? And the answers 

unique apparatus of written texts: titles, are rarely available, at least not explicitly, 
paragraph indentations, punctuation in the language of a text. 
marks. Second, it helps if one values read- It has become all but a cliché in reading- 

ing. process studies to say that reading is a 
Look at young children’s schoolwork constructive, meaning-making activity, yet 

and you will see this principle in operation. _ even this description underestimates the 
You'll find exercises in prefixes, suffixes, process. Readers not only must make texts 
word roots, syllables, synonyms and anto- _ make sense, they also must create a larger 

~ nyms, and ways to practice reading aloud. _ set of conditions in which it can continue to 
£ Probably you'll come across comprehen- appear sensible and in which the decisions 
= sion questions stressing answers that are they make as readers will appear to be 

logically and semantically entailed in the sensible things to do. 
& text. These come home in backpacks amid (continued on page 20) 
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Andy Wojdula’6S lives with his wife both parties. As an extension of the hiring sports equipment and the staff has to do 
Donna (Boltz’65) and their two children manager’s office, (and our first loyalty is more than talk a good game. 
in Chicago’s suburban Arlington Heights. _ there, of course), we can offer an expertise The searcher turns up a field of pros- 
In July, Andy will complete his one-year that the managers commonly aren’t trained _ pects. Recently Wojdula summarized the 
term as president of the Wisconsin Alumni to possess. The majority don’t have time to _ procedure in a speech to hiring managers. 
Association. His undergraduate years saw _ specialize enough to recognize the golden “We integrate the resume information, the 
him as co-captain of the 1963 football nuggets in their own firm or to find them past experience of the candidate, impres- 
team; treasurer of the senior class;amem- __ elsewhere. sions from his or her colleagues, references. 
ber of Iron Cross and a Phi Delta Theta. In “The search firm can do that. We go And then comes the interview, the most 
1968 he earned an MBA from De Paul into the corporation and study it. We learn _ critical aspect of the selection program.” 
University in Chicago. Over the years he the personalities of the key people who will He told his audience what to look for, 
has served as president of the UW Alumni __ influence the new person’s effectiveness. what to do, what to avoid when they are 
Club of Chicago (for which he earned our “We dig while at the same time distanc- _ doing the interviewing. It is a fact of hiring 
Spark Plug Award for leadership excel- ing ourselves enough to be totally objective. __ life, he said, that most interviewers make 
lence) and as a WAA director. He chairs We can look for inconsistencies between, up their mind in the first two minutes and 
our Student Awards committee and this say, top management and the board orthe _rarely go back on a decision once it’s made. 
year, during his presidency, he helped VP of Engineering—the kind of thing “Under those conditions,” he told them, 
establish our Human Resources Commit- which could cause a mismatch between it “be wary of making mental trade-offs: 
tee which he also chairs and to which he and the prospective new executive. I cantry ‘that trait isn’t important, and I can help fix 
brought his expertise in personnel and to analyze the chemistry of the place and it after he or she is hired.’ Researchers have 
exclusive management. We talked with how a new person would fail here. I can found that in a good interview, the inter- 
him about his career for the following ask, ‘What will he or she be expected to viewer does no more than 15 percent of the 

feature. do within the first twelve-to-eighteen talking, he said, and thus a skilled one 
months?” If the answer to that is a vague, avoids the “that reminds me” syndrome. 
‘oh-h-h, come in and create a marketing/ The most common errors by interviewers: 
sales program for us,’ I have to push for the unsupported hunch, the “halo effect” 

he technical name is “executive search more; what does that mean, what are the which permits a single characteristic of the 
T firm,” but down on the street the quantitative guidelines about which I can interviewee to overshadow the others, the 

catch-phrase is “headhunter.” The measure a prospect and on.which the tendency to “hire in our own image.” In the 
field is just old enough and just new prospect can self-measure.” candidate, he looks for “the 3 M’s”— 
enough so that hearsay often passes for When the search begins for the simpa- mental ability, motivation, maturity. 
fact. If you’ve been itching to make a job tico someone, usually it skirts employment Andy says that relatively young as the 
change after enough years to have earneda _ agencies for the obvious avoidance of field is, there are changes taking place. 
reputation, maybe you've hoped asearcher _ conflict of interest. Moreover, Andy says, Those coming into it these days are better 
would hear it through the grapevine. In a “our searches are so tightly focussed, so trained to go beyond advising on (merely) 
sense, that’s about as close as you can getto _ specific, that an agency would probably be _ recruiting and selection; they are versed in 
one; don’t call them, they’ll call you. And of no benefit to us.” Focussed and specific, compensation, initial training and orienta- 
that practicality, which sometimes makes it but nontechnical. “If the nature of the spot _ tion as well. 
tough from the supply side, is exactly why to be filled is rigidly spelled-out— And the clients are changing, too. Exec- 
it is so right for the corporation who’s something in an engineering area, perhaps, _utive search is being utilized by the public 
doing the hiring, says Andy Wojdula. or in dietetics or data processing— sector to a far greater extent than ever as it 

Andy is, of course, somewhat preju- generally the client can fill it through tradi- _ is, at the other end of the scale, by the 
diced. He heads Wojdula & Associates, a tional avenues. Search is the way to go small, entreprenuerial privately held com- 
search firm on First National Plaza in when the quantification of skills and traits _ pany. “Traditionally, these have filled their 
Chicago. He got into the field after some isn’t that easily done. spots via the good-old-boy network, but 
fifteen years in hiring and personnel with “We're most effective when there is a now more and more they’re seeing that 
such as Blue Cross and Standard Oil, mak- nebulous ingredient; when an organization __ people decisions are so much more crucial 
ing the switch eight years ago to what he wants to make a major change; if it seeks for them than with a large corporation 
sees as an industry bound to boom in an- someone to get it into new markets or find _ where there is a lot more buffering. 
swer to a longtime need. new products or wants to broaden the “T’ve hired two surrogate fathers lately. 

“Until it came along,” he says, “person- _ scope of a current position.” The company owners—both about to 
nel managers who wanted to fill a position Beyond a prospect with abilities, adapt- _ retire—had offspring who weren’t quite 
were pretty much limited to a sellers’ abilities and smarts, there might be extras ready to step in and take over. This is a case 
market—people who came to them to look for. Some firms lean toward those of finding someone who can join the fam- 
through employment agencies or in answer _ with particular educational pedigrees—an _ ily, almost literally, and the whole family is 
to ads. Of course that drastically limited MBA from an eastern school (“‘or, hope- rightfully concerned with the choice. Some- 
their choice. Nor did it permit the prospec- _fully, from one in the Big Ten,” Andy says). one to come in and be the ‘father’ for eight 
tive employee any real insight into the Not long ago he did a successful search for _ or ten years until the younger generation is 
environment he or she was considering a comptroller who is also an after-hours ready. I think there is a lot more of this 
joining. So a search firm is important to athlete because the firm manufactures kind of search in recent years.” (is 

Tom Murphy 
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4 d ‘ Pa a i ha 
WAA President ' oe 

‘ te been a tremendous experi- . aa 
ence. More fun and more work aaa 

than I ever expected. I’ve honestly eed 

never realized how much spirit there ‘ op 
is out there in the clubs and among 2 3g ed 

alumni in general. The enthusiasm ry ord 
rr 

of alumni of all ages really got my tet 
attention. That makes the search for Fe 
a new chancellor so important, no a] 
because the right leader will put all ae 
that spirit to the best use. Alumni ‘ ke | 
love and respect this University ‘ase by 
and its administration and faculty ae 
who have made it one of the best in ifs 
the world. Still, I’m sensitive to the Se be M 
need to recognize change. For exam- a 
ple, as we know, only 30 percent of Waa 
the University budget today comes e a 
from state taxes; for all practical pr  canonaneetl 

- purposes, we’re becoming more and il ? 

more a ‘private’ institution. We can 
no longer be managed as though we 

” weren’t. The sun has moved a little 
over the years, and I’m anxious to 

see who is coming along to keep us . 
in our proper place in the sun.” s
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Catch-up Helps Faculty Salaries— Average Faculty Salaries for UW-Madison Peer Group 
For Now 1986-87 Academic Year 
su Sea SAR cad a eae ce (in thousands of dollars) 

O ur faculty salaries have improved Full ‘Associate Assistant 

significantly as a result of the state’s Professors Professors Professors 
“catch-up” pay plan, and should ap- 
proach or meet the median of those at Name of Institution Salary Rank Salry Rank Salary Rank 
comparable universities when the third a a eee 
phase of raises is implemented in June. University of Cal-Berkeley 64.0 1 42.0 1 36.2 1 
However, a faculty economist involved in University of Cal-Los Angeles 62.3 2 40.4 3 37.4 1 
national surveys says the gains will be University of Michigan 55.9 3 41.8 2 34.7 3 

short-lived if increases in 1987—88 don’t ay Pe a oy : = 5 

atch those expected at other major Purdue University 52.0 6 96:4 6 30.6 9 
universities. University of Minnesota 50.2 7 36.4 7 31.3 7 

Figures released in April by the AAUP University of Texas 49.7 8 34.0 11 299 10 
and reprinted in the Chronicle of Higher UW-MADISON 49.3 9 36.1 8 32.8 6 
Education show that the first two phases Indiana University 48.7 10 34.5 10 29.2 12 
of catch-up have moved UW-Madison University of Washington 47.9 "1 33.7 12 30.7 8 
salaries in all three faculty categories up Michigan State University 46.1 12 34.8 9 29.7 uy 

2 rea ane olin Peer median (excluding UW-MSN) 52.0 36.4 31.3 

oeal Maen he uwns UW-Madison 49.3 36.1 32.8 
Co ieee ote s ysrene Needed to reach median 5.5% 1.0% —4.3% 

was recommended by a special gover- 

nor’s committee in 1984 and subse- _ SOURCE: American Association of University Professors, Maryse Eymonerie Associates; and the National Center for 
quently enacted by the Wisconsin Legis- Education Statistics, United State Department of Education. 
lature. The committee report said, “UW 

faculty salaries should be maintained at a 
position which is competitive with peer 1.9 percent increase in the Consumer tions are that salary increases at individ- 
institutions and remain in a competitive Price Index, Hansen said. Based on pre- ual peer universities will range from a 
position in future years.” liminary data for next year and an analy- low of 5 percent to a high of 15 percent. 

In 1984—85, before the implementa- sis of recent trends, he projects a 6-7 Goy. Tommy Thompson’s proposed 
tion of catch-up, UW-Madison salaries percent increase in faculty salaries for budget includes enough funds for an 
ranked last among the twelve for full UW-Madison’s peer group next year. average of 2-percent pay raises for all 
professors and for associate professors “An increase of less than 6 percent at state workers. Negotiations are under 
and ninth for assistant professors. Now, UW-Madison would allow salaries to way with organized employees on salary 
after two of the three scheduled phases of drop below the peer group median, and and other benefit improvements. UW 
catch-up, full professors rank ninth, that would again erode the University’s System President Kenneth Shaw has said 
associate professors eighth and assistant competitive position,” Hansen said. it would take an annual raise of about 6 
professors sixth. Preliminary data gathered by the percent in order to preserve the gains of 

“The salary improvement has been a University’s Budget, Planning and Analy- catch-up. 
key to our ability to remain competitive sis Office backs Hansen’s figures; indica- Comparisons of UW-Madison with 
in attracting and retaining faculty over “peer universities” refer to a group of 
the past two years,” said Acting Chancel- twelve institutions selected by the Gover- 
lor Bernard C. Cohen. nor’s Faculty Compensation Study Com- 

UW-Madison Office of Budget, Plan- mittee as representative of UW-Madison’s 
ning and Analysis figures project that Club Programs competition. However, the UW-Madison 
when the third and final installment takes Commission on Faculty Compensation 
effect in June, full professor salaries here Here is a reminder list of upcoming and Economic Benefits has consistently 
will average $51,300, seventh among the events as clubs have advised us by press recommended that comparisons be made 

twelve peer institutions and close to the time. The clubs send detailed mailings to with an alternative peer group of the 
group median of $52,000; associate all alumni in their area. twenty top-ranked research institutions 
professor salaries, at $37,000, will be in the country. This includes such private 
sixth, close to the median of $36,400; Appleton: May 20, Founders Day. institutions as Harvard and Stanford as : 5 Speaker, Head Football Coach Don 5 5 aeeae 
and assistant professors will average Moron. Contact Tom Brose 235. well as public universities like UC- 
$33,300, fourth and above the median of 9330. Berkeley and the University of Michigan. 

$31,300. Manitowoc: May 21, Founders Day. In that group of twenty, UW-Madison 
Professorial salaries here and nation- Speaker, Head Football Coach Don does not fare as well in the current rank- 

ally have increased at a much greater rate Morton. Contact: Mary Kull, 684-8092. ings; even after the third installment of 
than inflation in the past year, according Milwaukee: May 12, Founders Day. catch-up, we are is projected to be only 
to economics Prof. W. Lee Hansen, a Speaker, Governor Tommy Thompson. seventeenth in average salaries for full 
consultant to the AAUP’s Committee on Contact: Dan Minahan, 276-0200. professors, sixteenth for associate profes- 
the Economic Status of the Profession. PoaOre, Aaa 2 Bene sors and eleventh for assistant professors. 

Faculty salaries nationally this year Se ree ea Steve Schumacher : yy ES 626-6775. : 
increased 5.9 percent, compared with a US News Service 
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New Freshmen Pay Deposit Award Winners 
ua = 

1 practice of having enrolling fresh- > jes 
men make a nonrefundable $100 =. f 

deposit, begun last year, continued this = ¥ is ‘tg — ys 
spring. David Vinson, director of admis- om sili A x4 4 (av 
sions, said the requirement helps greatly > Al j ? . > 
in predicting enrollment figures. Until it : eo BY eg Ee ie =F 
was initiated, many who decided not to ess Pa yh a . My sc 
enroll after being accepted never advised e Pe ie OF y ma 
the University of their change in plans, Me g mn q Ee ; aN 
Vinson said. For those who do enroll, the 35k ; 1A « Ss 
money is applied toward tuition and fees. Be ’ e Rs S ex iy 

About 8,500 of nearly 14,000 fresh- | » Ay NN @ iP PY a 
man applicants for the fall semester had cD > ie ae 
been accepted by early April, and 1,100 (' a aaa —— a 
had been placed on the waiting list. The en | De ie a Sea 2 
University hopes to reduce its new fresh- iy Ed > a Qe m= 
man enrollment to 5,100 for the 1987— ’ <_< j yl VP a = 
88 year, a drop of about 300 from last | 5 Ca BF Ss 3 

fall. | a Lp j 

| These ten outstanding juniors and seniors are the winners of WAA citations this 
—_—_—_ semester. They were chosen from 250 nominations by deans, administrators, advi- 

1987 Guggenheim Fellows sors and registered student organizations on the basis of scholastic achievement, 
financial self-help and extracurricular activities. The ten, with class, majors and 

: 2 ‘ GPAs, are, seated from left: Erin Janssen, De Pere, sr., food science, 3.8; Mark 
ir. Guggenheim Foundation has given Moran, Brookfield, jr., electrical engineering/computer science, 3.97; Sue Bollig, 

fellowships to four on our faculty. New Lisbon, jr., dairy science, 3.75; Daniel Olszewski, Withee, sr., econ/computer 
The recipients, their departments and science, 3.55; Beth Rhiner, Mt. Horeb, jr., poultry science/ag ed, 3.75; Karen Danc- 
research areas are: William A. Brock, zyk, Stevens Point, sr., political science/soc/criminal justice, 3.0. Standing: David 
economics, empirical applications of Grossman, Whitefish Bay, sr., PR/bdcst journ, 3.76; Erik Schoff, Madison, jr., 
nonlinear dynamics; Alexander Nagel, history/molecular biology, 3.61; Mitchell Warren, Omaha, Neb., jr., English/his- 
mathematics, studies in harmonic and | tory, 3.8; and Elise Jochimsen, Eau Claire, jr., molecular biology, 3.88. Presenta- 
complex analysis; Alberto Palloni, sociol- tions are part of Alumni Weekend ceremonies. Seniors receive lifetime memberships 
ogy, population and society in Latin in WAA; juniors are given scholarships of $500 and $1000. 
America; and Tilottama Rajan, English, 

the role of the reader in Romantic litera- 
ture. 

The Way We Were—32 
{os > 

Veterinary School's First Grads ee 
een UU oat tse eee Te / Samael 

he School of Veterinary Medicine will ade; a Pe 

graduate its first class at May com- =| e } Se , ee ey ; 
mencement. Seventy-six will receive Ra | BC Pi ng Wa ern ate bea ecien 
DVM degrees, of whom forty-one are is eh ee eee eet ay a 
women. The school, which opened in ii : Hee aL oe os Bent 

1983, has a faculty of sixty-nine. ee rich > ed al | a 
Fe ae aS \ ce ee de 
= an Sah 

Alumni Endow Chair ee Ge g 

| Fs b - 
M ilton and Maude hee = Shoe- : | ; a 8 

maker ’21, 36 of Madison have ; Bs = 
endowed $1.25 million for a faculty chair == peda = 
in chemical engineering. Shoemaker is as 3 
one of the founders of Research Products Ss 
Company here in town, a manufacturer , 2 

es Sabaneta ea SPRING, 1949. Prof. William Stokes conducted Poli Sci 7 lectures in the First Con- process to thicken mineral oil, making it : A : : 
an cflective dust catcher in air Alters. gregational Church at the corner of Breese Terrace and University Avenue during 

these crowded postwar years. Enrollment had peaked in the fall of ’47 at 18,504. 

st Thirty-nine prefab “temporary” buildings helped, but still, some classes ran until the 

Most news items are based on releases from unheard-of hour of 9:30 at night to handle the numbers. In 49, semester tuition 

the UW News Service and other campus jumped to $75, although the federal government helped the University carry the 

sources. financial load by paying the $225 nonresident tuition for everyone on the GI Bill. 
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Fishing For Peace Honorary Degree Recipients 

tb heoretical physicist John V. Atanasoff 
3 , animal virologist Martin M. Kaplan, 
4 and electrical engineer Charles S. 

McNeer are scheduled to receive honor- 
ary degrees at spring commencement. 

Atanasoff PhD’30 conceived, de- 
signed and built the first digital computer 

nA , between 1936 and 1942. He holds thirty- 
two other patents including on a docu- 

a ment retrieval system and an electronic 
4 quartz watch. 

mo i. Kaplan now lives in Geneva, Switzer- 
pale a land. His scientific contributions include 

fae ‘ development of the concept of transmis- 
iy, e sion of flu viruses between animals and 

f ; a humans and research toward the im- 
y provement of rabies vaccines. In 1949 he 

= was appointed first chief of veterinary 
public health in the World Health Orga- 

pat nization. 

4 és McNeer joined the Wisconsin Electric 

Not the one that got away, but how big the salmon might grow to be, according to Hasler. ies ee ee 
er gradu. 

Last fall, while President Reagan and tists from the Amur River area tray- iene Seon hee Hi eal 
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev eled to Moscow to hear him speak. e sd fi US ao ‘ ae ee 
were in Iceland lowering the temper- He would like representatives ie oe ty Sere f oot eet 
ature of the cold war by a few de- from both countries to come here to nied poe tee Ree nected : 

ee x = cNeer was cited in White House cere- 
grees, a campus scientist was in the learn the process. “We could take Bok ‘di : 
Soviet Union promoting a novel tool them up north and show them the ade ean tegen rhe au anes 

y 8 pine the poor. 
for peace—fish. Arthur D. Hasler, Lake Michigan success story. A ean : a hielon 
emeritus professor of limnology, was billion-dollar business has grown Eli ace RO re eine aa eee va fi asm izabeth Gilmore Holt ’28 of Washing- 
sent to the USSR for two months by there by rehabilitating the lake and DiC Mis Hole diedatech 5 
the National Academy of Sciences to introducing salmon.” rot oe ener ee ee Om 

‘ z a Soe ee nation was approved; the UW does not 
work on a project he calls “Salmon Hasler’s trip included a visit to - a hi a 
for Peace.” Lake Baikal in Siberia, where he and a a ea eS iy 

“The Amur River flows between his wife Hathaway spent their hon- eee 
the Soviet Union and China. Histori- eymoon fifteen years ago. “It’s gor- " F 
cally, it provided a valuable salmon geous,” he yee aa olllest ibe Railroad Corridor to be Sold 
fishery, but that has declined because in the world and the clearest. Imag- aie ety RL Lape are 
of overuse,” Hasler says. He pio- ine finding green mosses at 400 feet. poo its decision to drop plans to 
neered a technique whereby biolo- It has more water volume than Lakes build a convocation center near the 
gists can restock it by taking advan- Superior, Huron and Michigan put former Milwaukee Road depot at West 
tage of the salmon’s instinctive together. It’s an ‘aquatic Australia’ Washington Avenue (WA/Mar.), the UW 
homing ability. The fish are im- because of all its life forms, including Foundation has decided to sell the depot 
printed to a chemical odor when a unique species of seal.” and corridor south of it to private devel- 
very young, planted in a body of Hasler was one of twenty scien- opers. The land was originally intended 
water and then drawn back as adults tists who participated in the ex- for office and commercial use in connec- 
to a particular site along a river or change to the Soviet Union, the first tion with the center. The city has un- 
lake by adding the imprinting chemi- such in a decade. “I’ve been very formed plans to rezone the area for a 
cal to those waters. angry, really, with the NAS because mixture of housing, commercial and 

Using this technique, “the scien- we’ve allowed the State Department business uses. 
tists could get the salmon to deliver to impose upon us the concept that The foundation will give the Univer- 
themselves free of charge to the we should punish the Russians,” he sity a section of land north of the tracks 
backdoor. It could be a multi-billion- says. “So we've let ten years go by for development as a recreation space. 
dollar fishery,” Hasler says. without any exchange, and that’s 

He first promoted his theory on a punishing us. If you’ve got to punish sr Se 
visit to China in 1983, but this time another country, it seems to me it ‘ ‘ 

found that turbulent Soviet-Chinese shouldn’t be by curtailing exchanges mouse) Parking Ramp 
politics meant he could not visit the of scientific thinking.” In Planning Stages 
border from the Russian territory. Inga Brynildson Tees ee EN ee ae 
Yet he was encouraged when scien- UW News Service isitors to campus should find parking 

V problems eased somewhat within a 
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Nene eee eee 

few years. The State Building Commis- 
sion has given the University permission : * 
to plan a new parking ramp on the south Collecting for History 
side of the 600 block of University Ave- Le hk | By i y 
nue between lake and Francis streets. Pir LT | rr Be ; j / e 

“ne : eel t. a 24999449445 oa 
The $3.9-million structure will share the a eee EEE EE EERE < 

: ‘ = 32 el 7 ] 
block with a proposed 280-unit student i = eee ct] Po EET, i 

housing development. “ f FY Ber Et Bg i cA ae y 

Bee ec tie ik gia ere eo ee POTS | ERh oy" 
And High Time, Too! 3 A BE = Bl 

? ; Tetons i ~~ Mi * sg (> 
\ Y J isconsin Alumnus Magazine will %y q Wa 

star (no doubt) in a forthcoming ‘al ae a 
Hollywood production. Of course, there \ ow: i , é 
will be people in the film, too. » RS. paca 4 4 s ; 

Set designers for a movie called Sus- a eS | fo” 
pect, which deals with a fictitious alum- ot re = 2 4 coe oe , 5 5 
nus, contacted the UW News Service in wes bee oy : 

March. “Eric,” the alumnus with a de- Qe : ¥ ‘ 
gree in poli sci, lives in Washington and te) 2 * 
“is definitely the kind of guy who would bees iil 
belong to his alumni association,” the It’s serious business, the study of the Constitution, for Leffler, Kaminski and Saladino. 
designers said. “He is the sort who still 2 . : : : 
aes ae men As a Wisconsin gubernatorial candi- sin, has published seven research feels a lot of loyalty to his university. : . : i 

a date in 1978, Lee Dreyfus considered volumes of the documents and his- 
They asked for props for the set of his mn diees : : : 

2 calling for a U.S. constitutional torical annotations, with eleven apartment, and were sent a Bucky Badger i : : a ; 
: @ convention to propose an amend- more expected. In this year of the 

mug to hold the pencils on his desk, and ‘ : : ee ee AS e 
ee 5 x ment on a single issue about which Constitution’s bicentennial, one set several copies of this magazine. WAA ; : 

; : pe he felt strongly. He asked colleagues has gone to the federal Bicentennial 
contributed a set of Wisconsin license : ‘ ? ae : a 

in the history department at UW- Commission, which the center’s staff 
plate holders. abe eset 5 i as . ROR 4 ee) ‘ Stevens Point, where he’d been chan- has advised on several occasions. Eric is played by Randy Quaid—who : 

E ; : cellor, for advice. They referred him Scholars turn to the center, as does a 
recently starred in a TV bio of Lyndon ; 5 aa : See ieee Sawa 

a ee to history Prof. John Kaminski on national press anxious for historical Johnson—with Cher playing opposite = E Rate 
aces : this campus. anecdotes on the Constitution. him. Suspect is being produced by Tri- mre : : Sy igs 

: : 44 Kaminski heads our Center for Says Kaminski, “It’s important 
Star Pictures. It will open next spring at a 4 7 : 5 

zs Re the Study of the Documentary His- for people to know their heritage. theater near you, where you can see it as Pe Re eee x, i Pee 
- Sr tory of the Constitution, a national Some might be surprised to learn 

often as you wish. oN: - ers : vpoce 
; repository of documents relating to that information on the ratification 

its ratification. has bearing on court cases today. We 
| Dreyfus “wanted to know are consulted frequently for back- 

ae pg eT whether or not a constitutional ground information on constitu- 
Sports convention could be limited to one tional questions. Beyond that, of 

issue,” Kaminski recalls. “Our re- course it’s exciting to understand 
Bie hockey team finished 23-18-1 over- sources convinced us—and him— how the document came into being, 

all and tied for third place in the that it is not possible, either histori- and what impact any revisions 
WCHA. It was their fifth consecutive cally or theoretically.” would have.” 
twenty-win season under Coach Jeff Those resources are imposing. Delegates to the convention 

Sauer. . . . The men’s basketball team There are copies of more than actually threw out the old “constitu- 
ended a season of almost-wins. At 10-3 60,000 documents which Kaminski tion,” the Articles of Confederation. 
in preseason play, the windup was 14-17 and colleagues Gaspare Saladino and This was somewhat radical; they’d 
overall, for an eighth place tie in the | Richard Leffler have gleaned from been instructed merely to revise 
conference under Coach Steve Yoder... . . | libraries, historical societies, town them, Kaminski says. “But they 
Women’s basketball saw an eighth-place clerks’ offices and individuals decided the old constitution couldn’t 
standing too, under new coach Mary around the country. There are let- be mended and that the crisis facing 
Ellen Murphy, with 4-14 in the confer- ters, speeches, newspaper clippings, the country required an entirely new 

ence, 9-19 overall. . . . Fifteen athletes in diaries, convention and legislative one. So they felt justified in violating 
four winter sports were named to Big Ten records, proclamations, pamphlets the resolution of Congress. It was 
All-Academic teams. . . . There were and even a few cartoons. They tell risky, and created a lot of debate 
seventy-seven applicants for the job of the story and the debates surround- among delegates, citizens and the 
Athletic Director at the late-March dead- ing the Constitutional Convention of states.” 
line. Physics Prof. Barney Webb, chairman 1787. 
of the Athletic Board, said his search The center, together with the Karen Walsh 
committee would concentrate on about State Historical Society of Wiscon- UW News Service 
forty of those. The position opens July 1. 
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’ Say, Isn’t That...? | 
BSAA Adan VACATIONLAND, OLE. 
ee oF 3 At the fiesta of the Baraboo/Reedsburg club, 

om " Preeti tls Charlie Phillips 65; Aural Vladick Umhoefer 
oe Odd 27 me 4 bef Ald MA’6S, club president and dean of the UW- 
3 ig! Py Pre Cael ot ee | Baraboo campus; Bernard Cohen, acting 

: aie aan - —~_ alee ; a chancellor of UW-Madison; Chris Anderson 
Wf v4 tote 4a 4 | °69, ’70. 

UJ y ta pa 

~*~ b DP Ee a | 
A eae 

e el | 
22 

d ee DALLAS. ey a 
At the club’s football listening party, Tom . Eee OTe ve tig 
Mucks, club president; Steve Watson ’70, 3 Ne t Be Boe 

Andrea Greene ’84, and Larry Kosowsky ’81. a] n ' oy GS j : ae} . i ae ea F ee 

NG co : ea 
ow 23 a 7 . Gai 

. v a oe — 

= eS 
3 ee 
foe —. 

| a SCOns,, 

See a O| mapison rounpers Day. 
> eh Outgoing club president Scott Spangler ’74, 

e / te «(| «Acting Chancellor Cohen, Bud Buehner '47, 
as . Ne as: "49 and law Professor Frank Remington °47, 
Sar . . 7 i x 49, recipient of the club’s Distinguished 

ON B Wi os aT 4 ca University Achievement Award. E ee, : Mee ee 

i e a Pee Cy 
aw sw. 
ee Ee 

i | i 

PoE ETO a0E Pn we 
WATERTOWN FOUNDERS DAY. meee ym | | Beg | my p 

Bob Bauch ’40, Joe Darcey ’49, Richard oa sod oy me al me Dated 
Conley MA’63, Charles Wallman ’49, Tim oe pag oa ae 3G i 

Reilley of the UW Foundation staff, engineer- a y ee oN (4 . er Q . \) . - = 
ing Prof. John Bollinger 57, PhD’61, Steven Be, ; ¢ p> ra Pe, 
Luchsinger ’70, Gary Palmer ’66, club presi- ead Cs 3 7 7 
dent, Eric Oemig ’86, Charles Teggatz '41, eee \ iY fe 3 

Catherine Quirk, Rollie Freitag ’49. pi a j ie 

BONG “ Fi a, B 7 

a y x wee 
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“Best Thing in Years” | First Things First Don’t Make a Move 

Till You Make a Call 
I wanted to write to let you know how I rather liked what I read about our new 
much | enjoyed Professor Gretchen football coach, Don Morton (WA/Jan). 

Schoff’s article (“It Has Seemed to Me,” His philosophy, “don’t take yourself too | The University keeps track of you 
WA/Jan). It was the best article I’ve seen in seriously,” is a great piece of advice to pass through its Alumni Records Office, 

years. along to young people. That and, “I don’t which is plugged-in to a campus 
Congratulations. know, but I’ll find out. : | toll-free number. If you want to 

Epitu Betrs °43 Gl My eee ee or ee ... | teport an address change, one call 
Moscow, Idaho Sin vi) aan Tes corer see | does it. That's for al! the mail you 

and the start of Harry Stuhldreher’s era. aes 
Lately I’ve come to appreciate Joe Paterno | expect from the campus: this 

of Penn State, not only for his football magazine, reunion notices, “On 
successes, but for the fact that a large | Wisconsin,” Foundation mailings, 
percentage of his athletes graduate. I think the works. 
that that’s what it’s all about. 

The Job Mart Athletics should help to produce a | In Wisconsin, except Madison: 

disciplined man. I like to see us win, but | 800-362-3020 
BSEE (85 Receatch enpineer secles let’s not ever become a Football School. (in Madison: 263-2355) 

position involving design, develop- Frep O. Kocu 34 elsewhere, 
ing, testing, evaluation microelec- Nyssa, Oregon | except Alaska and Hawaii: 
tronic hardware. Would welcome | 800-262-6243 
hands-on environment, use of | 

computer-aided design and engi- Mr. Koch will be heartened by the story in | Call between 7:45 and 11:45 in the 
neering tools. Resume, refs availa- our March issue, reporting that ninety-one | morning or 12:30 and 4:30 in the 
eae ee Paes a cots a esd the afternoon, Madison time. Be sure to 

School o 81, 82, 87 wit! irst semester, that 322 had B-or-better | i ; 
honors. K-12 teaching certifica- GPAs, including eighteen with straight | ask for the Alumni Records Office. 

tion. Fulltime experience in ed A’s; and, in the profile in this issue, by | 

research and tech writing, graphic Elroy Hirsch’s continuance of the Univer-_ | 
layout/design, outdoor ed, museum ne emphasis on oo | 3 2 ce . 
curatorial, PS teaching in Chicago achievement.— Ed. = 

suburb, university teaching at UW- SLL 
Madison and U of Ill-Urbana. 
Member #8212. | Te 

Mgr. int’l mkt/strategic plan- ara TE 

weeyibeglimentiotie | | Pervich Remembered Lohse 
problem-solving skills in related EXERCISE SUT 

oe ome am | Iread with great interest the article on 
support, P's, etc.) with smaller Professor Michael Petrovich (WA/ 
firm. MBA’79 UW-Madison, BA March). I took two of his courses ap- LSS 
SUNY-Albany ’77. Resume, refs proximately twenty years ago, and feel 
available. Member #8213. | they rank with the best I have ever taken. 

Professor Petrovich certainly was an | 
Wisconsin Alumni Association | entertaining and captivating speaker. 

members are invited to submit their | I can vividly recall his slide presenta- 

availability notice, in fifty words or | tions accompanied by period music of 
less, for a one-time publication at | Russian composers. More than once 

no charge. | students applauded at the conclusion of a 
lecture. I also remember that he didn’t | 

Mae eae h amet Aes ee a ee | care if we attended lectures, but he didn’t | Se by 

PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYERS: allow any latecomers into class. | 

Your reply to job seekers will be | His picture in the article shows that he | 
forwarded unopened from our certainly oes — cae = the ! 
offices. Address it to the member | years. Lalso respect his frankness regard- 

number shown, c/o Job Mart, | So in academic atmosphere 1815 UNIVERSITY AVE 

Wisconsin Alumnus Magazine, at the University. | 
650N. Lake Street, Mey My best wishes to him for a happy RST Wi 53705 

53706. retirement. , 

WILLIAM F, SNYDACKER 67 608/231 -?71 2 
Muscatine, lowa O 
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i 5 a 7 » A Saw SES ae a WARE | OT gt et I : 
iat } " i ny Py 3: , i TET a ae YE qi oY a HS Fd it i) | By E® tinue to score disproportionately lower on 

eae wei ms DR Te ie oS | A as ae ne Al : Jt el EX ae reading and writing. 
a Wl . es e problem, some analysts would say, 

ij ne || if | " \ : | ; \ ah at is in the transition from orality to literacy. 
Vee | Bia ie Rt ew | wa me H , : The problem, they would say, is some 

at ay , y A 8 Ly if children’s failure to learn to shift depend- 
cee wv a ' J Eye _ ency for meaning away from the material 

: 1 T ean i at : | ~~ and social world and onto the abstract, 
E fl \f a i : ji explicit code of written language. What 
e | ry. - | | ____ those analyses often fail to address, how- 

: ee Ae Ce Z | _ ever, is how the written language (itself) of 
. 2 x, + most literacy tests demands access to mate- 

: : = — tial and social worlds that overlap in very 
1 on q “~ =} concrete ways with the backgrounds of 

| y af » Ce _ majority-culture readers. No amount of 
" —e / ae | remedial language drills will solve this 

| _ | condition. 
SS ™ Moreover, the role of background 

ie g knowledge in reading forces a reversal in 
“ A one of our most fundamental ideas about 

M8 = literacy. We usually regard reading as a 
ot s "2 tool for gaining knowledge. Children must 

° ~ learn to read, we figure, so that they can 

We Need a Better Measure of Literacy them to add up to something) that their begin to learn everything else. But now, 
Gortiued from pase 9) comprehension deteriorates. must we not recognize the fact that first- 

Researchers have discovered that we hand experience and knowledge are a tool 
Based on the very first few words, we d faith ided bi for gaining literacy? One who believes so is 2 : readers are further guided by our current 

make some guesses and begin sketching the tion. To hel hi : researcher Roger Schand—one of the 
lay of the land. With this first, fast sense of  Suation “0 ne’p answer the question eople who went through the unsuccessful 
fe 333 ee “What do I do now?” we take into account + PCOP : e 
where am I?” we can begin to treat the such things as our immediate purpose for ordeal of trying to get computers to decode 

unfolding text as further evidence that our di * : stories. In a book written for teachers and 
i : reading this material. We rely on the role 

guess seems to be working. If the evidence Sein Es seal parents, he concludes that the best way to : : particular text comes to : ; 
challenges the guess—if one discovers, Us, say as teacher, or student, or chairman teach children to read is to show them 
‘Hey, wait a minute, I’m not where I of the board, of someone figuring outifthe | OEE and more about the world. 

thought I was”—then a new guess has to warnieis cullaoga VCR. Trvi Understanding reading as a decision- 
be made on the basis of the new evidence Ee Be ate  TYINB TO making process also throws some compli- ; - read without a relationship to a context eee, P 
So we are busy creating scenes that some and a role in that context is very much like cations into one of the most common i 

researchers call “mental models” or “envi- 44; ate qhedark complaints that college teachers, especially, 
a 5 : ying to read in the dark. 

ronments.” These do not necessarily mirror have about students as readers. We say that 
the conceptual, logical form of the text. here are important implications for their problems with reading are their prob- 
Rather, they are made up of images, sym- rethinking literacy. The recognition lems with thinking. They can (maybe) 
bols, fuzzy horizons; our elliptical and that it is “underwritten” by mutual regurgitate the language of a text but they 
inner sense of current meaning. background knowledge raises a paradox in _ have trouble analyzing or criticizing or 

In short, we are working with a lot a highly literate culture such as ours. We synthesizing or evaluating. It may be, 
more than the language of the text. This proliferate knowledge, and of an increas- though, that thinking is not the problem so 
realization came home to researchers when _ ingly diversified and specialized sort. We much as the fact that our students don’t 

they tried to design programs that would spawn frequent revolutions in knowledge, _ have access or don’t know how to get 
get computers to read simple stories. They so its foundations often aren’t that old to access to the bases for making those 
started with a decoding model of reading begin with. The more our culture knows decisions—bases which lie not in the ex- 
and assumed that what the computers collectively and cumulatively, the less we plicit language of a text but within the 
needed was a lot of semantic information. may know in common. So two conse- enterprises, interests, and traditions of 
They stuffed a computer full of memory for quences of advanced literacy—specialized _various fields of study. Too often reading 
words and a way to handle syntax. But it knowledge and rapid turnover in comes to students as an aim in itself. Or is 
didn’t work. The computer could not knowledge—may actually contribute to assigned prior to class discussions instead 
understand a simple story, basically be- the suffering of general literacy, especially of after them or as part of them. Or is 
cause it lacked personal experience. The among those with the least experience and _ simply seen by students—in a phrase that 
researchers began to realize how much being-around knowledge, namely the says it all—as “booking” for a test. But 
even the simplest story depended on a young. what they really need to know is why—out 
wealth of what might be called “‘being- That our mutual experience and refer- of all the texts we might have read—are we 
around knowledge”—implicit understand- _ ence serve as the connecting tissue for reading this one? Why are we reading it 
ing of typical human needs, goals and reading also raises troublesome social now? What are we trying to find out by 
values and implicit know-how for fillingin questions in a culture such as ours that isso _ reading this? What role should I be in as I 

things. ethnically and socially diverse and yet, read? 
This has been borne out in studies of regrettably, so ethnically and socially segre- We're wrong to think of reading as a 

human readers as well. With prior world gated. The less our social groups share in basic skill that should be taken care of once 
knowledge we can accomplish the infer- common, the less well they will ever be able and for all in elementary school or, at any 
ences necessary for comprehension. When _ to read each other. This points up too the rate, in high school. When we begin to 
otherwise proficient readers are given inadequacy of product-centered, language- _ appreciate that most of what reading is has 
highly unfamiliar material, they start acting _ centered diagnoses of literacy problems, to do with things that aren’t written on a 
like poor readers, so dependent on the very _ diagnoses that too often are used to address __ page, we begin to appreciate that we never 
words of the text (and yet unable to get the fact that black American youths con- stop learning how. Oo 
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Business AN & 
people are back we 
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as lecturers. [> * 
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Oo” weekdays there are so many alumni 2 
cruising around the corner of a 4 

Langdon and Lake streets that resident a 
faculty wonder if their former classmates \ i. : a 
have come early for Homecoming. Most, > 
however, are carrying briefcases instead ; 
of the trappings for a pre-game party. 
And most will head back to Minneapolis, ae 
Sheboygan, Milwaukee, New York and 
places in between once they’ve finished ze 
teaching their one- and two-day work- a 

shops. z 
This growing army of part-time in- 

ae a, Charles West MBA 69 likes to mingle with his audience. 
expertise they’ve gained in the profes- 
sional and business world. Most of them e ¢ 9 
teach extension workshops or classes for 
departments of the Division of University O I i : ] | ) O I ) e 
Outreach or for outreach units of schools 
such as engineering, law, business, nursing 
and education. (And the demand is impres- 
sive; in April alone, the Wisconsin Center 
booked 138 such conferences with an O ‘ | ) e ce 
enrollment total of more than 6,000.) 

“It makes good sense to utilize ad hoc 
professors for many of these,” says Rob- willing to take the time from busy sched- Naturally enough, Axtell comes back to 
ert Witte, the director of the Manage- ules for course preparation and travel,” teach seminars on international market- 
ment Institute of the School of Business. according to John T. Quigley, who serves ing. 
“This permits us to offer top national as chair for the College of Engineering’s As manager of marketing for Johnson 
experts on a variety of subjects without department of professional development. Controls in Milwaukee, and vice-presi- 
having them on a nine- or twelve-month One of the ad hoc lecturers most dent-and-general manager of Executive 
appointment.” frequently used by the Management Communicators, an advertising and PR 

In most instances, such experts have Institute is Charles West MBA’69, a firm, George Huhnke ’54 brings experi- 
been in on the course since day one; principal in West & Associates, a Minne- ence to his classes in success orientation 
outside professionals are almost invari- apolis marketing consultant firm. His for executives. Ruth Dumesic MBA’82, 
ably used as advisors when the courses expertise lies in marketing and sales- marketing director for a Madison CPA 
are established. Outreach faculty—many planning for medium-sized companies, firm, Williams Young & Associates, was 
of them formerly with the Extension— and he has held posts with 3M and Hon- the lead instructor at a March workshop 
normally do the teaching, and resident eywell. West helped instruct two pro- on personal computer applications to 
faculty teach one or more classes per grams here last spring and two more this improve marketing effectiveness. Theo- 
year. But with that workload, plus the year. Using an unusual approach which dore Gunkel ’56, president of Madison 
goal of utilizing those with a mixture of concentrates on buying rather than sell- Valuation Associates, teaches workshops 
academic and on-the-job experience, the ing, he leads seminars on overcoming the on valuation of closely held businesses 
staff is always looking for outstanding price objection. and organizations. 
graduates to return as visiting profs. Roger Axtell ’53 of Janesville is a A seminar on the legal aspects of 

They come from the public sector as former vice-president of Parker Pen, and pricing and distribution strategies was 
well as the private, and of course it’s not now a liaison between the governor’s taught by Dane County Circuit Court 
mandatory that they’ve earned their office and the state business community. Judge Susan Steingass ’76; one on copy- 
degrees at UW-Madison. “It’s just that His recent book, Do’s and Taboos right law by Madison attorney Michael 
Madison alumni are often a bit more Around the World—draws on his inter- Skindrud ’75. Another attorney, Frank 
—_ national travels with Parker (and has Crisafi ’70, served as an ad hoc professor 

By Jim W. Gooch earned him interviews in the “Talk of the during a two-week institute on delin- 
crs : 5 Town” section of The New Yorker, and quency control. He’s the former chief 

Director of Information on such TV talkshows as Today, Merv juvenile prosecutor for Milwaukee 
UW Outreach Griffin and Regis Philbin’s Lifeline). County. (continued on page 22) 
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Coming ‘Home’ From the Office 
(continued from page 21) 

C) Ay An appeal to teach an April workshop 
Ay is O on managing special collections of ar- 
m4 (.) CY : chives, manuscripts and photographs 

{¢) (2 enticed Susan E. Davis ’73, 75 to return. 
2 A o * She is curator of manuscripts for New 

y ry es Mee ® York Public Library and an adjunct 
3 ™ lecturer at the library school of Columbia 

<3 4 = id pat University. 
a | a Other seminars sponsored by the 

Pe } i. © roa F Outreach Division’s department of com- 
a ; a iene ia : _ ~wi ‘ munication programs have been in- 

ee as a Fi = structed by Arnold E. Aronson ’51,’52, 
Fae % a ad - 4 °77 who now heads the section of speech 
aS Pome a / My * id pathology in the department of neurol- 

Be Ta bs C . ogy at the Mayo Clinic. Aronson taught 
~~ aus a y so s So two short courses on communicative 

ie - Ci : disorders that were offered statewide 
a ee > over the Extension’s Educational Tele- 

1 Yt . conference Network. 
Fo ak | ; ' . William C. Nelson ’58 may hold a 

te \ a cc + - , record for teaching the largest number of 
5 VS . i mr f) adult students during his years here on 

<= x — ry AR : the ad hoc level. Nelson, a writer for the 
to OF i . i Sunday magazine section of the Milwau- 

~~ ihn | kee Journal, has taught the course, “Ar- 
eS 3 O ticle Writing for Fun and Profit” over 

y a ETN for the past fifteen years to aspiring 
y ‘ and semi-professional writers. An im- 

* . = a pressive number end up selling to state 
: : and national publications. The Nelson 

saga began in 1954 when Bill’s father Al, 
A Dynamic Videotape a prolific and successful free-lancer, was 

asked to teach evening classes for the 
That’s A Sure Cure For Chasin’ Extension. = still does; his is one of the 

more popular classes offered by its Inde- 
pendent Study unit. 

The Blues Away The state’s new Secretary of Trans- 
portation, Ronald Fiedler 55, has taught 

Ske Wisconsin Singers will minute tape for only $20, plus $3 ea 
“Shake Your Blues Away” and for shipping and handling,* com- | joc faculty Roger M. Pasch °69 of Madi- 

leave you smiling and feeling plete the coupon below and mail it | son; William D. Plummer 52, president 
good all over when you add this to WAA Services Corp., of H & H Construction here and Magaw 
high-quality videotape to your 650 N. Lake Electric in Milwaukee; Gerald R. An- 
collection. St., Madison, drews ’74, ’82, head of the landscape 

In their new show, unparalleled ww weal inet geiivear et ian ee 61 
in its level of quality and energy, one ern 64, SHOns president of Wilaukee 
you will be entertained with selec- YOUF Check or Computerized Structural Design, Inc.; 
tions from the best in popular mu- ™MOnCY order i and John P. Taylor ’60, supervisor of 
sic, plus familiar favorites from the made payable F standards and performance for a division 
past, including our own Badger ove of GTE in Phoenix. : : 
Medley. Corp. Other “guest instructors” in various 

This highly polished perforin. a et ea ae Eleanor a 72, 
ance is nothing short of profes- | | Pa 81 IO CORTES ACTOps LOWE en 

: s een awe Nate. farts Der Sa the Monona Grove School District to 

sional ... from the dazzling cos- | | | make a success of “College for Kids” for 
tumes and choreography to the © Address _ our educational psychology department. 
dynamic vocal arrangements that | City lel ie Granite Connelly °79, an instructor 
combine to create that famous ‘“‘Wis- | || a the Madison Area Technical College, 
consin Singer Sound.” State —_____. Zip _______ returns to teach drawing classes, and 

Don’t miss out on this opportu- | prone | || Mary Kay Hall Easty MM’68, director of 
nity to own your own sure-fire blues | | the music ministry at the First Congrega- 
chaser. Orders are shipped on a first Check one: 0 VHS OC Beta tional Church in Appleton, is here fre- 

come basis. Act now and make sure Latte eee ice for delivery. | sient to lead conferences on church 
you are one of the select group who | ‘Wis. residents add 5% sales tax and any | The li ale 
planar f arene ; licable county sales taxon toulof e list goes on and the demand gets 
BECEIVE a copy of this li mited edi- | ses shipping Dearie | greater. It’s nice to know there are those 
tion videotape. To receive your 48 — — | uccessful alumni out there willing to 

bring their expertise home. Oo 
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It begins with libraries — libraries which The Libraries serve additional tens of 
provide the accumulated wisdom of civ- thousands of businesses, organizations, 
ilization and the raw materials of teach- and individuals in the state and the 
ing, research, and public service. nation. 

“% library is the core of a great univer- However, the spiral of knowledge is 
sity,” past UW president E. B. Fred once ever expanding and becoming more 
declared: complex. Libraries are finding it increas- 

! ingly difficult to support adequately the 
e It is the laboratory of the social questioning spirit which leads to new 

sciences and the humanities. knowledge and to inspire and guide 
’ present and future generations of 

o Itis a bale - ae of scientists, teachers, writers, and business 
past achievements which the modern menandiworen: 
scientist must continually restudy as 
new facets come to light. Through The Fund for Books the 

; ‘ General Library System offers you the 
@ Itis the open door to learning for opportunity to assist us in our mission by 

undergraduates. adding one or more books to the collec- 

e And it is a reservoir of knowledge to tions. For every $25 contributed to the 
Which the Generali pablic mavrepair Fund a new book will be identified with 

8 p Drea a bookplate bearing your name. Or you 

These functions are just as vital today. may wish to honor or memorialize 
Beginning in 1851 as a small room with someone else. The bookplate will bear 
fewer than 600 books, the General the name of that person, and letters of 

Library System with its more than 4.5 appreciation will be sent to you and to 
million volumes in 1987 serves the Uni- the person or the person’s family. 
versity’s students, staff, and faculty in the elie ! 
humanities, social sciences, and agricul- The Fund for Books eel ae se 2 tnbute ae 
tural, physical, and life sciences on the tne lovee ral 2 Lo ae : i 
NMacicon comets importance of the University’s work. 

Please accept this gift of $ ___ for ______ books at $25 per book. 

The Fund for Books 
Donor’s name [as it should appear on bookplate(s)| ss sststsS~S ‘ General Library System — 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Gift in honor of [name as it should appear on bookplate(s)| 

Please make checks 
On the occasion of [as the wording should appear on bookplate(s)| payable to: 

SO UW General Library 
Gift in memory of [name as it should appear on bookplate(s)] System 

a et eR ee A ee a ere oe Please mail to: 
Please inform: Name . D. Kaye Gapen, Director 

SS eT eS General Library System 
Address City/State/Zip 365 Memorial Library 

= ee eS ieee. 728 State Street 
My name/Class of Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Address City/State/Zip Your contribution is tax deductible as provided by law. 

Supported by the Friends of the UW-Madison Libraries
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WELL, HERE | STANDING-ON) THE GIRLS GO { AND NoT DONG 
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By BRIGETTE VETERNICK 

hat would make this reporter for the establishment, of course, but Kovalicis _ ran in the paper at the University of Lon- 
\ V/ the conservative Badger Herald a pioneer in that he’s the first one to do it don, then came with the artist to UW- 

risk all and be caught reading The _here via a daily cartoon strip. Parkside, where he studied astrophysics. 
Daily Cardinal? Well, the Cardinal carries “Wild Life” revolves around four main Since he moved to Madison, it has been 
a locally drawn cartoon strip that’s gaining _ characters and a few minor others. There’s _ honored by the Society for Professional 
the reputation among many students as Carson, the lovelorn muskrat, romantic, Journalists—although Kovalic failed the 
having the political wit of “Doonesbury” honest, sincere, often too trusting. He only art course he ever took—and he has 
and the originality of “Bloom County.” weathers one disastrous romance after earned an MS in economics. Now, because 

This one is called ““Wild Life,” and the another, and we often find him in the “T don’t believe in the starving-artist way of 

artist is a clever and charming native of Rathskeller pondering life over a beer, or life,” he’s working toward an MBA and 
Manchester, England named John Kovalic. _ sitting atop the Carillon Tower, philoso- reviewing music for the Capital Times 

The strip has appeared in the Cardinal phizing. while continuing the cartoon. 
since 1984. It is set on campus and has There’s Hanly, the intellectual weasel, Last November, Shetland Ex-Press put 
taken a critical look at the radical left, the who seldom makes it to class because he’s “Wild Life” into book form, and sales have 
radical right, television, politics, and rela- too busy demonstrating for any and all been heartening. Naturally enough, Koya- 
tionships. CIA recruitment, registration causes. There’s an existential badger named __lic hopes the book might lead to eventual 
week, anti-apartheid rallies, and the foot- Snyder, duped into spending spring break newspaper syndication. His characters 
ball team have all been topics. It’snothing _in Nicaragua; and there is James Knagg,a _ reflect his affection for those of “Far Side” 
new that college humorists take potshots at _hot-headed ultra-conservative horse. and “Peanuts,” but his style is most in- 

Knagg is president of the Rambo Commie- _ fluenced by the 1920s strip that is still a 
ee Crusher rub, cult favorite, “Krazy Kat.” And that is fine 

Brigette Veternick, from New Berlin, is a The “Wild Life” characters have re- with Kovalic; it is one of his favorites too. 
junior in Journalism. She has been an intern mained virtually unchanged since Kovalic Maybe there’s a generation ready for him 
on the magazine this semester. created them back in high school. The strip _ to take up where Krazy Kat left off. ta 

UREN YOURE A KID, You fe) / TREN YOUR PARENTS SEND THE SUN) DOESNT REALLY 
KNOW THAT THE Son Ries) [&]} YOU TO SCHOOL. You LEARN RISC PIT ORS AL ALE WHEN) You'Re 
EVERY DAY. YoUSEEIT. You | fe] | ALTE Bir oF MATA AND ITS JUST A QUESTION OF A_KID, You NEVER 
DEPEND ON IT. FE] | ASTRONOMY, Some RELATIVE RELATIVE PERCEPTION! GET THESE STUNNING 

MOTION, AND THEN YOU q HEADACHES, ErmHeg... 
FIND ovT. 
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| CHECKED THE ® FINES, 
CALCULATIONS DONT LOOK AT EXCUSE ME WHILE 
Six Times! WE ME! You'RE THE | FIND & LOG TO 

ee a (SES 
((. (Ex mail! ie : Ly 
- re of i Col Da, cot aes, 
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A campus first—a daily cartoon strip— 

kids just about everybody. 

= Spe ¥ Ea ) 

Re ou \\ : 

S eezs| 

= 9 /. 
> orn * , 

LES > &£ mason 
cs Knagg 

Carson Hanly eee 

/ g 

RUNNING ] 2 YEAH THEYRE WELL 

HE'S TALKING TO HtiS QUALIFIED FOR THE S_A DEMANDING GONNA TAKE 
ADVISORS. RiGHT NOL. OFFICE . JOB CALLING FOR LONG? 
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Your gift of real estate... : 
benefiti dth | 

e Ss y ° e a 

Untversity of Wisconsin ‘ 

lumni and friends frequently Zt 
express a desire to make a a 
significant gift to the Univer- cs 

sity. It is sometimes difficult, how- =” i, 2 
ever, to anticipate future needs and to ii 2k 
make a contribution of cash or securi- ie = 
ties now that may be needed in later — fe 

But, did you know that the Tax Reform a 
Act of 1986 continues to make it pos- | Fe : 

sible for you to make a charitable gift a _ Re 
of real estate—your residence, vacation 2 ST 
home, farm or undeveloped property— al & =e [ae ie 
during your lifetime, and to continue = a 
your present use of the property. In a ne ee 

addition, you will avoid capital gains 7 b> 4] 
taxes, now at ordinary income rates, a 
and obtain a substantial tax deduction \ 
for the value of the gift. SA 

Here is an example of how this kind aoa we a 
of gift might work. A couple, ages 75 ja Ped Bl 
and 73, owns a residence with a value 

of $200,000. If they make a lifetime 

gift of this property, reserving the 
right to continued occupancy, 
they would be entitled to a ie eS a 
charitable deduction of 
approximately $54,000. The — 
exact figures must be based Ge [ mil 
upon a qualified appraisal. sw, ‘= LJ BW, 

This couple will succeed in a HII] HIN 
reducing their tax bill for the s 

year of the pf and beyond RR a: ee At, : 
and their current lifestyle will s 
remain unchanged. Ultimately they > _ ae a 
will provide a substantial gift to the er Ls 
University, which they will have the ——————_,... wv i 
opportunity to designate for a specific er ae eee ba 
discipline, department or college Be 
within the University. ee 

Can you think of an easier or more a : 
affordable way to gain a present bene- a 
fit from your property and, at the pe 
same time, provide a future benefit for | 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison? ee 

For further information, please contact: se 
Fred Winding, Vice President ee 
University of Wisconsin Foundation a 
702 Langdon Street real 
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 : : + 9 : : 6 eos, 263354 University of Wisconsin Foundation 3 
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Irving ’72 Nesbitt ’76 Knoche’77 Wettengel '80 

SS Sa ee Caer era Earn eee named a VP of Wilbur Smith and Associates, a Bishop & Bishop is a new advertising/PR 
30s 50s transportation consulting firm. firm in Aspen, headed by LLoyp ’62 and 

ane, Now with another two-year term, thisone | CAROLYN (BENKERT 61) BISHOP. They 
aE aaa as presiding magistrate, RaLPH J. GEFFEN | were most recently PR directors at Snowmass. 

°51, °52 is in his seventeenth year on the bench Rosert D. SHAPIRO *64, Milwaukee, left 
of the U.S. District Court of Los Angeles. Merrill Lynch Capital Markets to head his 

Former California Senator S. 1. HAYAKAWA HELEN C. SCHUBERT ’52, who heads a own consulting and investment banking firm, 
PhD’35 is a special advisor to the U.S. Secre- Chicago agency, is the city’s new Advertising The Shapiro Network. 
tary of State and honorary chairman of “U.S. Woman of the Year. She’s a former president Pat RICHTER ’64, ’71, with Oscar Mayer 
English,” an organization urging that English of the Women’s Advertising Club of Chicago since 1972 and director of personnel in its 
be the nation’s official language. Last Novem- and Women in Communications, and serves Madison plant for a year, is now a vice- 
ber, says Hayakawa’s office in Mill Valley, 73 on an advertising panel for the Chicago Better president. 
percent of California voters chose it as the Business Bureau. New to the board of Home Life Financial 
language of their state. Joun F. HILGENBERG ’56 now lives in Resources, New York, is RoBERT J. CASPER 

The Greater La Crosse Chamber of Com- Tampa, having retired from the Air Force, as a 65, its EVP. He joined the firm in 1982. 

merce chose JOHN BOSSHARD ’42, ’47, colonel, after thirty years. His final assignment Harry L. WINN ’66 is moving his family 
Bangor, its Man of the Year. He was cited for was Military Airlift Command advisor at from Evanston to Princeton, N.J. as he joins 
his “long list of involvements with organiza- MacDill AFB, Florida. He doesn’t plan to stay Squibb Corporation as EVP. He’s been with 
tions of the Coulee Region,” and as “‘an entre- too close to the ground, however; he says he’s Baxter Travenol Laboratories. 
preneur of the highest order.” A story in the La pursuing a second career in the aerospace WiuraM E. REINKA ’71, president of 
Crosse Tribune says Bosshard ‘“‘owns eight industry. Zephyr Container Line in Los Angeles, re- 
banks, an oil company, a wholesale distribu- Dean Leo WALSH MS’57, PhD’S9, of our cently completed service on the Federal Mari- 
torship of electrical parts, and two manufac- College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, has time Commission’s automatic tariff advisory 
turing firms, and heads a law firm of twenty- been appointed by President Reagan to the committee. It’s the commission’s first such 
two.” board for International Food and Agricultural group involving industry. 

Last September, Danret G. ALDRICH Development. It works in an advisory capacity In Los Angeles, BurTON M. LIPSON 
PhD°43 arrived as acting chancellor of the to the USAID. MAV’71 is now senior sales rep for American 
University of California-Santa Barbara. A | Air Filter, having been with the firm since 
feature in its alumni magazine reports that he Sie all ateeS Go aut a] amen eae EET, 1984. He and his wife Diane and their new son 
was chancellor at UW-Irvine from 1961 to 60s—80s live in Sherman Oaks. 
1984. At UCSB, Aldrich and his wife Jean Lee IRVING M$S’72, Greenbush, N.Y., has 
began a morning habit of walking along the | fi Tae le SS oS been promoted to senior vice-president and 
beach and clearing it of debris, a practice that | And another of our faculty, Dean JOHN treasurer for KeyCorp. He joined the firm in 
soon caught on with other environmentalists; BOLLINGER ’57, PhD’61, of mechanical 1979. 
one morning sixty people joined them. | engineering, is a charter fellow of the Society of The Chicago-based engineering firm of 

Preston E. McNALL ’47 of Gaithersburg, Manufacturing Engineers. He and department Sargent & Lundy has given the associate title 
Mad., is a “guest worker” at the National professor $. M. Wu were among just ninety- to Dennis M. CHAPLIN ’72, ’73. He joined 
Bureau of Standards, and has been named a | eight people from twelve countries to be S&L in 1973 and has been head of its financial 
fellow of the American Society of Mechanical named fellows of the 86,000-member organi- analytical division. Dennis lives in Mt. Pros- 
Engineers. zation. jo pect 

The new president of the Wisconsin News- Dave SPENGLER ’60, ’62, for the past The Air Force has given captain’s bars to 
paper Association is Don H. HUIBREGTSE four years on the staff of the UW Foundation CLayTON P. HOWE’73, ’84. He is an infor- 
°49 of Monona. He publishes the Community as director of development for the athletic mation systems engineer stationed at Scott 
Herald there and Community Life in Mc- department, resigned in February. He has AFB, Illinois. 

Farland. | taken “‘a position in a Canadian-American Louise A. KIOSKI’74, a member of the 
WituraM J. BUGLASS *50 and his wife | venture involving art and literature,” accord- Army reserve, completed her basic training at 

now live in Roselle, Ill., where he has been ing to the news release. Fort McClellan, Alabama. continued 
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| Member News 

Sixteenth-century artists of Sienna, Italy 
drastically changed the imagery of religious 
art, a step which gave the city a stronger local 
identity. The movement is being studied this 
year by Susan E. WEGNER 74, assistant 
professor of art at Bowdoin College in Bruns- 

AMER CA SC ta Ss Ss OR | NG” wick, Maine. She'll spend time in Sienna on a 
special grant from the National Endowment 

c Ce > | for the Humanities. 
Os eIN CON, | Warren P. NESBITT ’76 is moving his 

( Ss Ris AUN SS: ay j family from Wheeling, Illinois to the Washing- 
E REE @ /fy | ton, D.C. area as he moves up to national ad 
p= Si / manager with Builder Magazine, published by 
me <i the NAHB. He’s been Chicago district man- 
Re ag y LS, 5 ager. 
i Tee Kr / ff aN The Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

\\ Ea fff Ai PANT Als vey added to its permanent collection a ceramic 
Vw ia Y] (Noe sculpture by KAREN KOBLITZ MFA’76, 

\ (4, e) i i] \\ ee, Karen writes that she is currently completing 
eS pus = //// i a A two 5’ x 6’ ceramic murals for Cranston 

a BA Uy Securities in downtown LA. 
NY oA ‘|| ; ae Mary CHEKOURAS Beardmore ’77 of 

. YY . \ be | y Green Bay is the new staff interior designer for 
‘ 3 bt ap bo a Aid Association for Lutherans in Appleton. 

‘ Age i Greco A. KNOCHE’77 has been pro- 
\ Or ij moted by American Family Insurance here in 
ey a Madison. He now manages the information 

F Vays’ f support Seton, ; : 
a P Because her sales performance “‘is consist- 

Alumni : i ently superior,” ANNE WETTENGEL Harris 
Now you can order the same colle ge °80 now manages the Connecticut territory for 

‘ j the Norton Company. She lives in Westbrook, 
ring we made for your graduating and has been with the firm for six years. 

Air Force Capt. Paut J. PABICH ’80 and 
class. Or choose from the many new his wife are stationed at Wright-Patterson 

7 AFB, Ohio, where he recently earned a mas- styles we offer. Because a J ostens ring peo eae hadinden 
says so much about you. It says “pride? __ DONALD L. GLEASON’82 is also an Air 

Ke ies a ie Sots Force captain. He is an environmental engineer 
Tradition” Even “success? It’s also a at Warren AFB, Wyoming, NSE 

in Starkey, Florida, RoBERT C. good way to remember some of the "83, accounting manager with Cargill Inc. 
] ] became a Certified Management Accountant. 

es ee pee ; PETER T. POPP ’84 received his Air Force 
f ] write: wings after graduation from pilot training at 

or eta S, Call or te: Williams AFB, Arizona. No word from the Air 
Force on his current assignment. 

. Air Force personnel in the Class of 85 
—- = include: Airman 1st Class MICHAEL J. 

= = = WALKER, who graduated from ground 
ip i= 2 gs communication school at Kaesler, Miss.; 

a Second Lts. SUZANNE M. JONES, after OTS at 
=2 2 Fe Lackland, Texas; ROGER G. JOHNSON, after 
= SS = = navigator training at Mather, Calif.; PETER A. 
= = i BRINKMAN, who won the Commendation 

= = Medal at Scott AFB, Illinois as an environmen- 
= ate tal analyst; and Teresa M. LONIS Nigl, a 

th EG SS medical service officer trained at Sheppard, 
ae Texas. Airman 1st Class Kevin B. WOELFEL, 

is on duty with the 60th Military Airlift Wing, 
Travis AFB, California. 

Nn ] VER ] Karen BERG and KENNETH DEM- 
ERATH, both ’86ers, are new accountants 

with Wipfli, Ullrich & Company, the account- 
ing firm. She is in the Green Bay office; he’s in 

BOOK STORE ve DanteEL G. CLAUSEN ’86 is a Navy ensign 

711 STATE STREET * MADISON, WISCONSIN 53703 ales era untor Hom cea ewpor an 
(608) 257-3784 * BOOKS * STUDENT SUPPLIES ¢ GIFTS ants with the Air Force are MARK A. KO- 

CHANSKI and Dante S. LUCE, both just out 
of OTS at Lackland, Texas, and KAREN M. 
WAACK a medical officer who graduated 
from Sheppard, Texas. oO 
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——— GRANT, Mary AMELIA PhD’19, Lawrence, HILL, Frepprt Mae ’28, ’39, Madison, in 

Kan., in February. February. 
The Early Years HILL, PEARL Cormnne (Bossard) ’19, Spring SPECTOR, NatTuaN J. ’28, Madison, in 
SSS ESSE Green, in 1986. February. 
Names in capital letters are those on student BARRETT, CECILIA WINIFRED (Curran) ’20, | TOLLACK, Hucu L.’28, Muckwonago/ 
records. Women’s married names appear in Edgerton, in February. | Black River Falls, in January. 
parentheses. This list is limited to those whose DICKINSON, SHELDON JAMEs ’20, ’21, | HANKS, JaMes J. ’29, Washington, D.C., in 
death bas b A . Junction, Texas, in 1985. | March. 
ee i Wee oe DESIMVAL, Grace Marton (Hill) ’21, | HORN, Euntce Ann (Ream) ’29, Madison, in 

Superior, in September. | February. 
HERTEL, Josepu Pau ’14, San Bernardino, CHANDLER, ExizaBETH AsH (MacDonald) JOSEPHSON, FLORENCE SUSANNA (Summer- 
fe December: °21, Frederick, Md., in February. ville) ’29, Kansas City/Greenleaf, Kan., last 
MORRISON, ELTon Joserx ’14, Portage, in HOFFMAN, JEeNntE Louise ’21, ’42, Elkhorn, June. 
February. in February. KLINGER, LEo JosEPH ’29, Cedar Rapids, in 
MATTSON, Donatp FREDERICK ’15, Glen- MANN, Louts R. ’21, ’22, Pacific Beach, January. 

dale, Ariz., last April. Calif., in 1986. 
REYNOLDS, Epwarp Stoors x’15, Stur- TEIGEN, ARTHUR Henry ’21, Wynnewood, 

geon Bay, in January. Pa., in 1985. 
FOSH (FOSHINBAUER), Victor GROVER CHRISTIANSON, Cari BERNARD ’22, 30s 
”16, Los Angeles, in November. Wheeling, W. Va., in February. i 
WADSWORTH, RANDOLPH LINCOLN ’17, REINKING, Joun J.’22, Detroit, in Decem- oa eet weal. ee ee 

Fort Thomas, Ky., in February. ber. x Sek CARRAHER, IRENE M. (Bakke) x’30, 
WEEKS, FRANK AMELIA (Porter) ’17, Milwau- BACON, Frank P. ’23, 35, Tucson, in Au- Madison/Reddington Beach, Fla., in January. 
kee, in February. gust. : ; , FLADEN, Juute H. (Jones) °30,°37, 
HOVRUD, Nora CuristINe (Noe) 18, MATTESON, Rocer Pirkin ’23, Des Plaines, Stoughton, in February. 

Madison, in January. Ill, in January. i , GRIESSER, Paut WALTER ’30, ’31, Fort 
NOEL, Gustave J.’18, Appleton, in January. MEYER, Wernex Pau ’23, Fullerton, Calif., Myers, Fla., in February. 
ROBERTS, Harvey Ear ’18, Wauwatosa, in in January. ' JAEGER, CHARLOTTE Martz (Madding) ’30, 
1985. NILES, Tomas McMaster ’23, River Madison, in February. 

SEELBACH, Kurt Louts 18, Cleveland Forest, Ill., in July. TIFFANY, ALBert JOHN ’30, Geneseo, Ill., in 
Heights, Ohio, in 1986. O’BOYLE, FLorENcE Mrtroy (Welsh), February. 

WERDEN, Estuer W. (Barney) "18, Glen- Southampton, N.Y.,in 1985. WAGGERSHAUSER, Rosert Konrap ’30, 
view, Ill., in November. SIMPSON, Marjorie V. (Chase) ’23, Kohler, Naples, N.Y., in 1986. 

in February. 
BATZ, ZivA BARBARA °24, Sun Prairie, in 
January. 
BRANOVAN, LEo ’24, Milwaukee, in Janu- 

4 CAREY, Leon A. "24, '38, Harlingen, T STITCH , Leon A. ’24, ’38, Harlingen, Texas, TATA | ke ON WISCONSIN! 
=~ DAHL, ARNOLp S. ’24, ’25,’31, Washington, Ses - 

D.C., in October. oes ee ee 
4 RUNKEL, Dorortny EpiTH (Kuebler) ’24, eee tlt 

i Burlington, Wis., in December. oe ae ree an ee 
WIMMLER, Mitprep Friepa (Van de Esa as Ps ae oe a ay 
Water) ’24, Sheboygan, in January. a ele "Hite: s 

ome ABENDROTH, Georce H. ’25, Milwaukee, ee ne 
in December. : : 

a JORDAN, JEANNETTE CATHERINE ’25, Madi- 
son, in March. Create needlework nostalgia 

Cook real Brathaus Brats BEMM, Haro p FREDERICK ’26, Fox Point, with a unique counted cross stitch 
at home on your: grill. in January. design of BASCOM HALL 

5 HAMLIN, KENNETH Ausrey ’26, Belleair, fi . eta 
They arrive vacuum-packed Fla., last Ma See 

deli d dy f : LUND. RicHne icon 26. °28. °30, Castine Kit includes 14-ct. Aida cloth, DMC floss, 
UPS de livere , Teagy Tor Moles. i. January Pak waa 4 needle, color picture, design graph 

your grill or freezer. | MARKS, Mintz A. ’26, Richland Center, in and instructions. 
March: Kit-$12.00. 

8# box | MOEHLENPAH, Atice (O’Brien) 26, Fon- Add $1.00 for postage & handling 
tana, in 1985. Illinois residents add 7% sales tax 

(about 40 sausages) $40.00 WALKER, Henry Oswatp ’26, Maui, Ha- 
SSS LS waii, in 1985. HEARTLAND HOUSE DESIGNS 

4# box WOLLAEGER, CLarENCE G. ’26, Delray 741 N. Oak Park Ave. 
‘about 20 sausages, 25.00 Beach, Fla., in 1986. : Oak Park, IL 60302 

( ge) $ ALEXANDER, James Ray ’27, Hayward, in 

October. Names 2h) 1. ee 
Send check to: NEHMER, Paut Epw1n °27, Madison, in 

ne Suc. eee IRMA JANE (Glidden) ’27, DeKalb, _| Ts , IRMA JANE (Glidden) ’27, DeKalb, . 

San hale ge ae IlL., in August. | | City, ————_________ 
aaison, DRIESSEN, SHERBURN Moore ’28, Milwau- | | state Zip 

kee, in June. | 
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| GREGORY, IvaAN DALE ’49, Oregon, Wis., in 
January. 

Deaths 40s KOHN, ALLAN SAMUEL ’49, Cleveland, in 
continued Esai AEA AAG A Soule eS CSTE TS ene 

LARSON, Rosert Lyat’40, Rochester, MUNDINGER, FREDERICK G. ’49, Fort 
ALLEN, Dorotuy RuTH (Dowd) MA’31, Minn., in January. Wayne, in February. ‘ 

Kalamazoo, in January. PARKIN, Ropert CHartes 40, MD’43, MURPHY, Peter J. ’49, ’52, Dallas, in De- 
BLANK, ROLAND JOHN ’31, Pentwater, Arlington, Va., in July. cember. = Sn OUse Oe 
Mich., in February. SOLOMON, ArMIN IRviN ’40, ’42, Milwau- NERLINGER, Francis Jewett '49,'50,’58, 
MASOR, Lester B. ’31, ’32, Chicago, in | kee, in December. | Madison, in January. ’ ; 
February. | PANTHOFER, Ernest H. °41, Milwaukee, in | ROSENTHAL, Joan B. (Younger) *49, Beloit, 

PAGE, ARTHUR ROWLAND MPh’31, Madison, February. in January. 
in February. SCHOENFELD, DonaLp Francis *41, | TOWNE, ALICE Una (Gomper) *49, Park 

PILLER, Atvin Louis ’31, Atlantic, lowa, in Appleton, in February. Forest, Ill., in December. 
March, BABULA, WALTER ALEXANDER "42, ’58, | 
DAVIDSON, Marcaret ELotse MS’32, Monroe, in February. 

Ames, Iowa, in 1985. GILSDORF, ANTHONY Epwarp MPh’42, 
EPSTEIN, GeorGE Marvin ’32, Kenosha/ Fond du Lac, in December. ae eae 
Houston, in January. NEWBY, JAcK SHELBY °42, Ann Arbor, in 
GEIGER, BEATRICE JANE PhD’32, Eee 50s—60s 
Bloomington, Ind., in February. PALM, Dan Douc as "42, Westport, Conn., 
KUEHLTHAY, Joun Louts ’32, 33, New in January. . 
Berlin, in December. SWAN, Priscizta (Seims) ’42, Avon Park, STOEKL, Martin ’50, Clearwater, Fla., in 
VIRTANEN, REINo ’32, ’33, °37, Lincoln, Fla., in 1985. September. k 

Neb., in January. WITHEY, Loren Harker ’42, Milwaukee, in TURGESON, JouN Hays ’50, MD’53, Madi- 
ZABEL, ETHEL KATHRYN (Janson) ’32, Fuller- August. son, in January. 

ton, Calif., in 1985. CUNNINGHAM, Wittiam WALTER ’43, Los RABIN, AsHer Jay ’51, Mequon, last May. 
CATLIN, Mark S. ’33, member of State Osos, Calif., in December. RHODE, Duane Juttus ’51, Kieler, in Decem- 
Assembly for fourteen years and floor leader in SCHMIDT, Eucenr Aucust 44, Milwaukee, ber. 
three sessions; Appleton, in January. in September. WISSBAUM, Donat James MBA’S1, Sun 

STRICKER, Marvin Frank ’33, MD’35, SPRACKLING, REINETTE ANN (Hrobsky) *46, City/Oconomowog, in January, 
Stuart, Fla., in January. Beloit, in January. BAKKE, RicHarD GENE ’S2, Corvallis, Ore., 

BORRUD, Heppa (Blakely) x’34, Stoughton, ARNOLD, Rosert Bruce ’47, Lake Geneva, in January. ; 
in January. in January. BERMAN, Merton EpMonD’S2, Chicago, 

FRAWLEY, WitiiaM H. ’34, Eau Claire, in BENGSTON, Warren G. ’47, Madison, in in November. f 
January. January. BIRDSALL, JouN James ’52, 53, 56, Fairfax, 

JOHNSON, Paut R. °34, Wilmington, Del., in FLANNERY, JAMEs JOHN ’47, °50, 56, Va., in February. 
March. Menomonee Falls, in February. ELOWE, Louis Nasir MS’5S2, PhD’S4, 
PETERSON, Harotp C.’34, Wheeling, Ill., in HUNT, Georce Ross ’47, 49, Waukesha, in Toronto/Memphis, in October. 
January. February. SACHTJEN, KENNETH MICHAEL ’S2, MD’SS, 
DEDRICK, Joun Henry ’35, Richmond, Va., PAHNKE, ALDEN JoHN ’47, ’49, 51, New- former National W Club president and current 
in December. ark, Del., in January. WAA representative on the Athletic Board; 

PICKAR, DantEL N. 35, MD’38, Louisville, LEVIN, Jack Eart 48, Philadelphia, in No- Madison/Boca Raton, in February. ; 
in August. vember, JENKINS, Cart Epwin ’53, Salem, S.C., in 

TEASDALE, Crartes D. x’35, Madison, in TIEDEMAN, S. Lorratne (Crawford) x’48, December. 
November. Littleton, Colo., in February. DUNSDON, Rotutn OrEL PhD’54, Mt. 

GARDISKY, Cuartes Martin °36 and his CHENEY, CHar es Francis ’49, Rancho Pleasant, Mich., in 1985. 
wife Mildred within hours of each other, Palos Verdes, Calif., in February. HAMMES, Jack Kevan’54, ’58, ’60, Brook- 
apparently of natural causes; Detroit, in DEMERGIAN, VauGHN ’49, MD’S2, Madi- lyn Park, Minn., last May. 
January. son, in March. POHLMAN, Harry CHarLEs MS’54, Beloit, 
O’BRIEN, Cuartes Dockery °36, Greendale, GREDLER, Frank Aucust ’49, South Mil- in February. 
last June. waukee, in January. BACHHUBER, RICHARD PauL’56, Los 
PORTER, WILFRED CorNEAU ’36, Janesville, Angeles, in February. 
in February. ee BUELOW, Joun Louts ’56, Madison, in 
SCOON, Darwin D. ’36, °40, 41, Madison, se January. 
in January. SIGGELKOW, JAMEs SEVERSON ’56, 58, 

CARLSON, LawrENCcE WILLIAM °37, Memorial GIFTS Stoughton, in February. 
Sheboygan/Wisconsin Rapids, in February. re encourage memorial gifts to the REIMER, Hersert L. x’57, Clintonville, in 
YERGES, Lyte FREDRICK 38, Downers W pe October. 

Grove, Ill, in 1985. University in honor of deceased COCHRAN, Mary JosePHine MS’58, Point COONTZ, 0 : ; alumni, faculty and friends. They : 
, Ot1s Hoyp ’39, Cathedral City, onli he UW Foundati Pleasant, W. Va., in July. 

Calif., in September. SHOE. eacneto one oun ance DUuBEY, Darrel LEE ’60, 63, Botswana, 

FAGEN, Harotp Jay °39, Atlanta, in 1985. at 702 Langdon Street, Madison Africa, in December. 
FOLEY, Joun B. ’39, Milwaukee, in Septem- 53706, and may be designated for any ROOT, Grace MAXINE MS’61, Berlin, Wis., 

ber. area or activity of the University. in January. 
HOUSEHOLDER, Howarp C. ’39, Madison, Donors are asked to give the name WHEAT, JAMEs FREDERICK ’61, San Pedro, 
in January. and address of the deceased’s next of Calif., in 1985. 
LINDQUIST, ENCE MPh’39, PhD’41, kin, if available, so that the Founda- ec Epwarp ’62, Carbon- 
Washington, D.C., in February. : ; A ale, Colo., in July. 
MARKHAM, SeNceR A. 39, 43, Princeton, iar oped nino i Ee RUBINSTEIN, THOMAS Matcoum 64, 
Wis., in January. b e defer death chouldib Riviera Beach, Fla., in November. 

MCKELVEY, ViNcENT ELLis MA’39, PhD’47, eS Op co eos Cee Spouee ne KRAFT, Veronika ’65, New York City, in 
St. Cloud, Fla. in January. sure to inform their family in advance August. 

WENDORE, FRANKLIN Carz.’39, Slinger, in for obituary purposes. Information on FOLK, Sara Herron MA’67, Colorado 
February. permanent, endowed memorials is Springs, last May. 
WILLARD, Cuartes Ceci ’39, Sheboygan, available from the Foundation. FOLEY, Patricia Hampton 68, ’74, lowa 
in December. City, in January. 
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Hai On Wisconsin 
ADDERS ONS TAN WEN DELU (70, IACI 6C0. 10 oe 
February. 
SHELLENE, Kurt Date ’70, Arabi, La., in Bai ai IS 
1985. ce es 
BURTON, Terry LEE ’71, Menomonie, in le 
Tay oe 

SEISER, Avonts (McClain) MA’71, Middle- 5 Men + 
ton, in February. hg % _ ey 
SCHWEITZER, Nancy Jo’71, New York 
City, in November. oy) 
ZIMMERMAN, JoHN BERNHARD MA/JD’73, " oo s _j 
Princeton, N.J., in February. 7 gf 

COURTNEY, JANE ELLEN ’74, ’75, Madison, F 4 — @ 
in February. _— 
HANSON, JouN Davip a/k/a MIKESELL, ad 
Joun A. ’74, 77, San Francisco, in February. 
METZNER, Bruce CARROLL ’75, Madison, 
in January. A 
GORDON, Lisa (Lahl) ’76, Cedarburg, in an 
automobile accident in February. By Artie M. Mucks, Jr. "43 
LANDSNESS, GERHARD TILMON ’78, Madi- : . 
Bee ep oriant Executive Director 
CARMAN, Paut Grecory *82, Oconomo- 

woc, last June. 
FULLER, BRIAN Curtis 84, DeForest, in Bente: Tales 

February. adger spirit is intangible in many Fortunately for all of us, for all of the 
g ways—that spirit so important to state of Wisconsin, while Elroy winds up 

University Community the success of one of America’s truly _his career on June 30, he won’t be leaving 
Emeritus Prof, Wa. W. BEEMAN, 75, Madi- great educational institutions. Yet, on the us. Since our feature on him was written, it 
Benth ebnteyicie cmeloce ane depart: other hand, Badger spirit can be perso- was announced that he will continue to be 
Menem od I chared spaces ielater and nified, and it is in Elroy Hirsch. This has involved in athletic fund-raising for the 
founded the biophysics laboratory in 1964. In been evident to me on my many travels department as co-chair of the Dave Mc- 
1982 the University established a professorship | with him during his eighteen years on Clain Memorial Facility. We wish him the 
in his name in biophysics and biochemistry. campus, a period which comes to an of- best with this new assignment. He is a 

Ronatp D. COHEN, 50, Chicago, on our | ficial end in June. It has been my privilege legend, and his retirement means the end of 
np Sais aia faculty from to share the speaker’s podium with him at an era—an era more golden than we real- 

sims ater more than 700 events, so I feel extremely ize. His successor will have a tough act to 
aS Saute oe . ns eu os well qualified to assess this outstanding follow, indeed. 
1981 and an authority Bathe Walle cE Mate gentleman and his impact on this Univer- So, when we talk about Badger spirit, 

Twain and William Dean Howells; in January. sity. ve . enthusiasm, integrity and compassion, 
Prof, RuTH M. DIEZ ’53, ’58, textiles and Elroy is a singularly charismatic, loyal, we'll always remember the young man 

clothing specialist in the School of Family dedicated and emotional man. He brought from Wausau who returned to his Univer- 
Resources and Consumer Sciences since 1962; his love for this University with him when sity to give it his best. He has instilled pride 
in Madison in March. he arrived here in 1969, and he has never in all of us, shown us new ways to believe 

Cart Ransom ROGERS °24, a psycho- stopped nourishing that love. It’s there in in our young athletes and the people who 
therapist and popular author who served on his boundless energy and infectious smile. guide them. He has confirmed the impor- 
a me elo Baly Home a He has traveled to every corner of Wiscon- tant role intercollegiate athletics play in an 

lished ne par eee Books, oe Be- _ a oF care in ts nation to talk eevee? and for this we are most grate- 

coming a Person. He was the founder of about the and its athletic program. He ul. 
ieee psychology and a leader in the reaches his audience with great skill, he Elroy, we congratulate you and thank 
encounter group movement in the ’60s. makes his points clearly, he answers ques- you. Your abilities to relate to students, 

Emeritus Prof. HAROLD B. MCCARTY tions straightforwardly. alumni and all Badger fans will serve as an 
MA’30, Madison, in February at age 85. A In the feature on Elroy in this issue, inspiration to all of us. 
pioneer of the state’s educational radio and you’ve read how he arrived here when the 
oe oe he ae ee Oe Aid athletic department was in dire financial 

a ore retirl . , 7 : 

his wife Ruth were well known for their pla’ sialss the athletic teams Were losing Barnes 
readings, and last year the Wisconsin Sie Pair | and losing the crowd. The spirit was low. 
Association chose him as one of the state’s | Today, when my travels take me through- 
most admired senior citizens. out the country, people talk about the 

Assoc. Prof. Tuomas W. SCHICK MA’70, | wonderful Wisconsin fans and the way 
PhD’76, Madison, whose body was discovered they back their teams win or lose; how they 

in Lake Wingra in March after he had been enjoy being a part of the athletics of this 
missing since November 11. He had been on University. 
the Afro-American studies faculty since 1977, And during these years, I’ve heard Elroy 

had developed four new courses for the depart- | 141. many times—brag, really, and 
ment, had published widely, including his ai y 2 ote : 
1980 book, Behold the Promised Land, and justifiably —about our high academic 
was finishing a book on Martin Luther King at requirements for our athletes. The young 
the time of his disappearance. Memorials inhis_| People who represent us are here to get an 
name to the UW Foundation, 702 Langdon education first and to compete in sports 
Street, Madison 53706. 0 | secondly. 
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The Wisconsin Alumni Association presents: 
EOE ea a [ea ON ea <n eal A We [al Ve ea A en eal Wen a Ven ea 
TM DIM DET MN ADT MDM DAT ND NTT MNS A 

at ff ea a Si mire fa 

CRUISE: SWISS RIVIERA: SWISS ALPS if ele 
ONE ON ON at ON ea ON ON a OE ON AION ST at 2 ee ed Q | 
EAC EAC RACE ACE LACE ACE AOR AOR AOR AOR jag cee a: eia 

August 10—August 22, 1987 ‘gee 5 ae v 

Delight in the experience of a lifetime Traveling from France, you'll enter the 54 i F 

as you travel through the historic Bur- fairy tale wonderland of Switzerland. ae a (i AAV naetes a 

gundy region of France and the mag- Lausanne, situated picturesquely on > eal oa 1 geet Ue 
nificent Alpine scenery of Switzerland. the Swiss Riviera and shores of Lake 4 e. pete ee: gh) ew! _—s. 

A bsar toe: arc Gee SF akemit ce Smee 
ge Be oe ret Geneva, will be your home for two eee ee ‘ Sir 

Beginning with a seven-day, six-night fights before vou conclide yi ae ee < Fe 
cruise on France’s Sadne River, revel in I e a Th you a 3 peat cp um feet: eo ees 

the beauty and history of Burgundy, aE = . ne Bi aay a or i ES ate. 4 a 

internationally acclaimed for her deli- BOOK town OF Cop De One Sticels) CoV eo ey hl 
z eae PoE ered bridges and breathtaking vistas of aed a 

cate grapes and robust wines. The fi : See 
eee, ok : Hao the Alps will be the perfect end to a = she 

region’s impressive masterpieces of eee, — 
i eet ; ie perfect trip! 

Romanesque architecture and imposing 
chateaux once inhabited by feudal This exclusive trip is priced $2995 

lords will provide the backdrop as you per person, double occupancy RS 
sail aboard the new river cruiser from Chicago. e 

M.V. Arlene. . 

T heRomance of the 

<i 
Be 
oe ‘Sa o” 

° v2 "S. 
=: ; 
= > 

October 25—November 5, 1987 ports in six European countries, each Famed for its skyline of minarets and 
The “Blue Danube’”’ has been cele- with its own fascinating history and mosques, Istanbul is a city of intrigue 

brated in song and throughout history unique landmarks: Vienna, Austria; sand charm that will provide a unique 

as Europe’s great river. Many of the Bratislava, Czechoslovakia; Budapest, end to this delightful travel program. 
great civilizations of the past lived Hupgary; Belgrade, Yugoslavia; Giurgiu The Romance of the Danube is 

along this waterway and left soaring (Bucharest), Romania; and Izmail, ea 
ies litter: Bees an be UG SURE The bors Gilles Abelarien tly priced from $2625 to $3225 per 

castles, glittering palaces and baroque J.S.S.R. f ies are friendly person, double occupancy from 
churches that reside in charming vil- and the scenery along the way : as ag i 
Meee Neal ereae Cities Aoarllcisd Chicago, dependent on cabin category 

ee SS yopard : selected. Price includes all meals on 
On this 12-day travel adventure, you'll Upon arrival in Izmail, you’ ll transfer the Danube and Black Sea cruises as 
fly to Vienna and embark on the M.S. to the M.S. Aivazousky which will well as American breakfast each morn- 
Ukraina for a seven-day cruise of the carry you across the Black Sea to begin _ ing in Istanbul. 
Danube. Your journey takes you to a two-night stay in Istanbul, Turkey. 

iene Hemera ere a TeyetG. calle dane) Cee uae Toney tC a: OMNES | Cae ORES. oy een 
| Send to: Please send information on the following trips: | 

veel Deparaneyt O Burgundy O Romance of the Danube 
/isconsin Alumni Association iene at Ae og blag a Mee ae ; | | 650 North Lake Street O Please add my name to the advance mailing list for Alumni Tours 

| Madison, WI 53706 | 
-255 | (608) 262-2551 Nine | 

| 
| Ares Pe ah stk See ae EF TS SU pe ig oie i Ae ee ae ee 

Prices are subject to change. City State zip 
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